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This thesis presents the results of a current meter experiment 
performed in the St Helena Bay-Cape Columbine region during 
winter 1982. The work, which forms part of the shelf dynamics 
programme undertaken by the Sea Fisheries Research Institute, 
attempts to identify the important time and spatial scales within 
the coastal currents and to investigate the relationship between 
the sub-inertial flow and low frequency variations in the coastal 
winds. 
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Throughout the thesis mathematical notion are used to 
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One of the principal tasks required of fisheries management 
is that of establishing annual fishing quotas to optimize the 
balance between conservation and commercial exploitation, thus 
ensuring perpetuity of the resource, and fostering economic 
stability in the fishing and linkage industries. In establishing 
quotas, two major problems confront management. The first is the 
difficulty of acquiring an accurate stock assessment. The second 
is in estimating the inherent variability in fish populations 
caused by environmental anomalies. on this issue, Bakun and 
Parrish (1980) illustrate some of the problems arising in trying 
. to incorporate environmental perturbations in fisheries management 
models, and list, what they consider to be, the four most important 
physical properties imparting a decisive impact on stock recruit-
ment. These properties are: a) horizontal advection b) vertical 
stability c) water temperature and d) vertical advection associated 
with surface convergence and divergence. 
Of the above properties, horizontal advection clearly exerts 
the greatest influence on the range and distribution of marine 
plant and animal life. Consequently, it has been studied intens-
ively in the biologically productive upwelling regions of the 
World's oceans and in particular in the four major eastern 
boundary currents (i.e., the Benguela current off western Southern 
Africa, the California Current off western North America, the 
Canary Current off western North Africa and the Iberian Peninsula 
and the Peru or Humboldt current off western South America -
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Wooster and Reid 1963, Bakun and Parrish 1980). Current determin-
ation in the four regions, prior to direct current meter measure-
ments, were derived mostly from isopycnal analysis and direct 
surface observation, based on data accummulated from repeated 
hydrological surveys, such as those obtained in the Californian 
system during field programmes like the California Cooperative 
Fisheries Investigations initiated in 1949 (Reid et al 1958). 
These data enabled scientists to describe the large scale circul-
ation patterns and, where sufficient data permitted, to recognise 
·mean seasonal variations in both the geostrophic flow and surface 
Ekman transport (Wyllie 1966, Hickey 1979, Parrish et al 1981). A 
digest of the early work undertaken in the eastern boundary 
currents can be found in Wooster and Reid (1963), Bakun and 
Parrish (1980) and Parrish et al (1983). 
Beckoned by the Fisheries's needs for more detailed studies 
in the shallow coastal waters, the emphasis on large scale 
oceanic programmes took a turn during the 1960's towards small 
scale, geographically specific surveys and direct current meter 
studies, eventually culminating into such programmes as the 
Coastal Upwelling Experiments CUE-1 and CUE-2 off Oregon during 
1972-1973 and the coastal Upwelling Ecosystem Analysis (CUEA) 
studies conducted off Oregon in 1973, North West Africa in 
1974 and Peru in 1977 (e.g., Halpern 1976, 1977; Brink et al 
1980). 
In the southern Benguela system, the urgent need for enviro-
nmental information developed during the late 1940's, prompted by 
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a dramatic boom in the west coast pelagic fishery - pilchard then 
being the major contributor (Clowes 1950). To secure fish and 
environmental statistics for management purposes, the Sea Fisheries 
Research Institute (SFRI) in 1950 (then Divison of Fisheries 
under the Department of Commerce and Industries), embarked on a 
programme of stock assessment and environmental monitoring, 
focusing particular attention on the biologically productive st 
Helena Bay region that lies at about 32° 4o's, some 160 km north 
of the Cape Peninsula, Fig (1). 
The Pilchard Research Programme, like that of contemporary 
studies was largely based on the results of repeated ships surveys, 
with emphasis falling on conditions within the upper 50 m layer 
(Clowes 1954). Analysis of these data rendered information 
on the spatial distribution of the physical and chemical propert-
ies, together with an indication of seasonal trends and annual 
anomalies (Clowes 1954; Buys 1957, 1959; Duncan 1964; Shannon 
1966, 1985 and De Decker 1970). Current measurements at this 
time were confined to ships observations (Clowes 1950, 1954) and 
drift card experiments (Duncan and Nel 1969). Consolidaiion of 
.these data revealed a surface current pattern in which the 
direction of flow tended to follow the lines of bathymetry, 
being predominantly northwards during summer and southward along 
the inshore region during winter in response to seasonal shifts 
in the prevailing winds. Although, some evidence was accumulated 
to suggest nearshore tidal motions near Elands Bay, and local 
cyclonic rotation in St Helena Bay during summer months, informa-
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tion on the important time and spatial scales in the coastal 
currents was confined to that associated with seasonal features 
exhibited in the primary flow. This status applied equally to the 
sub-surface layers, where currents were mainly determined from 
isopynal analysis and the distribution of water properties, such 
as, temperature salinity and dissolved oxygen (Clowes 1954, 
Shannon 1966, 1985; De Decker 1970 and Bang 1973, 1976). Although 
generally good agreement was found between surf ace and sub-surf ace 
currents, the occasional summer appearence of an oxygen depleted 
bottom layer was interpreted as a nearshore poleward under 
current, identified by De Decker (1970) as the Deep Compensation 
Current postulated by Hart and Currie (1960) and a general 
characteristic of eastern boundary current systems (Wooster and 
Reid 1963, Parrish et al 1983). 
With the deployment of moored current meters by the National 
Research Institute for Oceanology (NRIO) at the head of the Cape 
Point valley in 1978, and by the SFRI along the Cape Peninsula 
onward of· 1980, a number of interesting feature emerged demonstr-
ating the tremendous variability in the shelf zone on time and 
spatial scales beyond the resolution afforded by previous studie-
s. Of particular interest were the display of fairly regular 
longshore current reversals, near the bottom, exhibiting close 
visual correlation with directional shifts in the local winds 
(Nelson 1985). These findings tended to suggest the presence of 
coastally trapped shelf waves similar to that observed in current 
meter records in each of the other eastern boundary current 
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systems. Off Oregon, for example, detailed observations of the 
poleward undercurrent showed near barotropic fluctuations (Smith 
1974) having an off-shore decay scale of about 15-20 km (Kundu 
and Allen 1976, Huyer et al 1978), alongshore coherence of about 
200 km or more (Huyer et al 1975) and displaying significant 
correlation to changes in the local sea level and wind stress 
(Smith 1974). Interestingly, the study also showed that the 
transition in the coastal flow from the typical winter situation 
to the typical spring/summer reg~me brought about a marked change 
in the shelf wave characteristics, decreasing its off shore scale 
(Huyer et al 1978) and causing the dominant barotropic mode to 
change from first to third mode (Hsieh 1982). Shelf waves with 
periods of between 5 and 10 days, in response to variations in 
the wind were also evident off North West Africa, (Badan-Dagon 
1980). Moreover, periodic events of between 5 and 7 days occasio-
nally appear independently of the wind (Mittelstraedt 1983). Hut-
hnance {1978), in applying his model of continental shelf waves 
to the region found that the effect of topography and stratif ica-
tion combined to produce predominantly barotropic waves, with 
energy concentrated over the upper slope and shelf. In contrast 
to the Californian and North West African systems, continental 
shelf waves reported off Peru, during the CUEA programme, showed 
no correlation with local wind stress (Brink 1983). These, 
instead, displayed the characteristics of free internal Kelvin 
waves in balance with fluctuations in the longshore pressure 




Peruvian current meter records between 5°S and 15°S by Romea and 
Smith (1983) suggested that these fluctuations originated in the 
equatorial wave guide. 
In addition to the possible shelf waves perturbations, the 
initial current meter records off the Cape Peninsula indicated 
significant energy contributions from inertial and sem-diurnal 
tidal motions. Of particular note, inertial motions were found to 
exist well below the surface mixed layer, demonstrating a vertical 
component in the inertial wave, indicative of an small increase 
in the local inertial frequency. During the CUEA studies of 
Peru, Johnson (1981) showed that intermittent inertial motions 
occurred in the upper 10 metres corresponding to the onset of 
strong wind events. A similar tendency was observed of Oregon in 
1973 (Hayes and Halpern 1976, Kundu 1976), although inertial 
motions, there, also extended well into the sub-surface layers, 
more akin to the situation found in current meter data for the 
Benguela system. In current meter records off North West Africa, 
internal semi-diurnal tides were found to dominate the sub-inertial 
range in the near bottom layer over areas of steep topography 
(Horn and Meineke 1976, Fahrback 1976, Gordon 1978). From consid-
eration of the temporal hydrographic variations, seaward of the 
North west African continental slope, Defant (1937) assumed the 
onshore propagation of large ampli tute .internal tides, and 
suggested that the breaking of these waves, further up the shelf, 
could cause the destruction of the coastal stratification 
and form a pre-requisite for upwelling (Defant 1949). Although the 
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recent measurements of Horn and Meineke (1976) and Gordon (1978) 
confirm the presence of large internal tidal motions, the disrup-
tive influence on the stratification that they cause and their 
importance in priming the region for upwelling is uncertain 
(Brink 1983). 
In response to the current meter work along the Cape Peninsula 
and the developments observed in the other eastern boundary 
currents, the Sea Fisheries Research Institute began a programme 
of current meter experiments in the st ·Helena Bay-cape Columbine 
region in winter 1982, in line with Fisheries management objecti-
ves. The first experiment, reported here, utilized three current 
. meter moorings, instrumented at 25 m and 100 m, deployed approxi-
mately along the 180 m isobath, close to the inner shelf break. 
Although these mooring were maintained in position for three 
months, poor batteries resulted in data returns of between only 
14 and 53 days. Concurrent meteorological measurements covering 
this period were obtained from the SFRI's automatic weather 
station, situated at Stompneus Point on the northern tip of the 
Cape Columbine peninsula. 
The principal objectives of this work were to identify the 
important time and spatial scales in the coastal currents, to 
describe their physical characteristics, and to observe whether 
or not a functional relationship exists between.the:sub-inertial. 
flow to local wind stress. 
This thesis presents the results and interpretations derived 
from the winter 1982 experiment. In attempting to do so, substan-
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tial application has been made of the various time series analysis 
techniques avail~ble for oceanographic use. These techniques, 
which include rotary spectral analysis and complex demodulation, 
together with digital filtering, are presented below in Chapter 
2. Chapter 3 covers the issue of data acquisition and, with 
regard to the current records, two important aspects of data 
·quality, namely the effect of mooring motion and instrument 
tilt. The processed data and results of the spectral analysis are 
presented in Chapter 4. Here, the data from each mooring are 
first analysed individually to determine the important time and 
vertical scales motion at the three different locations. This is 
followed by a coherence and phase anaylsis between current meters 
at the outer moorings to establish a measure of the horizontal 
scales involved in the low frequency flow. Concluding the section 
is a cross analysis of winds stress and currents at the northern 
most site. In the Discussion, which forms Chapter 5, the results 
and a description of the individual processes identified in the 
previous section, with further analysis where necessary to 
highlight important features, are presented. In closing the 
discussion, the work is examined to see to what extent the 
original objectives have been met, and in which areas future 





2. DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES. 
2.1 Digital filtering. 
It is often desirable to filter out certain frequency 
components from the data either to avoid aliasing, or to visually 
enhance certain features of immediate interest. This can generally 
be accomplished by using one of the family of linear digital 
filters, as for example, the difference filter (high-pass) or the 
three point running mean (low-pass). These and other simple 
filters are easy to apply and have extensive application wherever 
time series observations are encountered. Ideally, we would like 
the filter to remove all unwanted frequencies, leaving the phase· 
and amplitute of the remaining components unaltered. In practice 
this cannot always be achieved although the condition may be 
closely approximated for filters with a large number of weights 
(Bloomfield 1976). 
2.2 The frequency response function. 
Before applying a digital filter to data, it is first 
necessary to examine the frequency response function. This curve 
shows which group of frequencies will be removed and the degree to 
which the filter will taint remaining components. Chatfield 
(1980) shows that if we consider a series of observations x~ 
taken at equal time intervals, then a.new series y~ can be formed 
from the linear transformation of the set{xt)• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2.1 
where the summation is performed over a finite number of weights 
The frequency response function H(f), or transfer function as it 
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is sometimes called, is then defined by 
-Zltl.fk 
H(f)=2.-.hke ··•••····~··•~············· k 2.2.2 
H(f) is a complex function having real and imaginary parts and 
can thus be expressed in the form 
H(f)= G(f)ei.si . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2.3 
where G(f) is the gain function and~ is the phase shift. 
If k is odd, then 
H(f)= ~hkcos(2TTfk) .•..•....................... 2.2.4 
= G(f) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.2.5 
and there is no phase shift. Filters with this property are 
known as symmetric filters. In the analysis ahead, symmetric 
filters are used exclusively. 
2.3 The cosine-Lanczos filter 
A filter that has gained favour among oceanographers in 
recent years is the cosine-Lanczos filter (Lanczos 1961). Though 
fairly complicated in appearance, the filter is easily tuned 
to meet the user's demands and, for a sufficie.ntly large number 
of weights, has a response function that closely approximates 
that of the ideal filter. The overshoots on either side of the 
transition band (the Gibb's phenomena) associated with this type 
of filter are greatly supressed by the cosine taper. The algorithm 
for the filter weights V is given by 
..,._, 
VI<= U'</(1+2~U ) .. .,, 2.3.l 
where 
U~= t~(sin(irFk)/FITk) ; t = O.S(l+cos(rTk/m) k:: O, I·· \-\-I 
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m = the number of filter weights in one wing, including the 
central weight; and F is the frequency of the quarter power point 
measured in Nyquists (Schumann 1976). 
2.4 Removal of linear trend . 
. One of the pre-requisits for good spectral analysis is that 
the data should be rid of linear trend (Jenkins and Watts 1972). 
Although this may be accomplished in a number of different ways, 
it is, perhaps, best achieved using the method of least squares. In 
this approach, a best-fit line, having the form 
Y=a0 +ai. X ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.4.l 
is fitted to the data (y ) where the coefficients are given by 
I:: 
z :I. 2. 
ao = ( (~y) (~x ) - (£.x) (:i..xy) ) I (Nt.x - (Z.x) ) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4.2 
and 
" 1. at= ( (Nixy) - (~x) (~y)) / (Ntx - (i:x) ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4.3 
By subtraction, a new data set {Y~} is formed having zero trend 
and mean, where 
y =y -Y ........ • • .....•... • . • • ....•.............. t I:: 2.4.4 
To perform the above filtering operation on wind and current 
data, a number of computer programs were written in FORTRAN 5 
(see Appendices I to V ). 
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2.5 Spectral analysis techniques. 
The spectral analysis techniques applied to the data essent-
ially follow the methods of Gonella (1972) and Brundrit (1980). 
Some differences, however, occur in the way that the basic 
spectral sets, i.e. the single and bi-variate energy densities 
are produced. Both Gonella and Brundrit derive these statistics 
by transforming the original data series over a range of frequen-
cies. Here, the basic functions are defined in terms of the 
transformed auto- and cross-covariance functions as suggested 
by Jenkins and Watts (1972), Chatfield (1982) and others. 
2.6 Univariate spectra. 
The auto covariance function (acvf) is defined as 
..., . .., 
c ,,, (k) =1/N <fi (xt -x) (x1:-.;~x)) for k=O, 1, 2 ... p; p<N-1 2.6.1 
and provides a measure of ·correlation between observations at 
different time intervals. Where parameters expressing changes in 
different processes are compared, as for example between temper-
ature and pressure, the acvf is usually nomalized by dividing 
through by the product of the variances for each record. This 
produces the generally more useful statistic, the autocorrelation 
function 
r,J 1 (k)=c 1J 1 (k)./c,11 (0) for k=0,1,2 ... p; p<N-1, 2.6.2 
The smoothed spectral density function, ·or energy spectrum, 
is estimated from the transform of the truncated acvf 
t-t 
c,, (f)=2(c,, (0)+2~c, 1 (k)w(k)cos(21ffk)) for O~f<0.5 1 J k~I I 2.6.3 
where w(k) is the lag window. A similar expression for c~, (f) can 
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be found by transforming the acf. To make allowance for the fact 
that the precision of the c,11 (k) 's decrease with increasing k, the 
acvf and the acf are smoothed by a suitable lag window w(k). A 
number of windows are presented in the literature, the Parzen and 
the Blackman-Tukey windows perhaps being the most popular. Jenkins 
and Watts (1972) show that provided the window has a reasonable 
shape, the particular choice of window is unimportant since 
Bandwidth*Variance=Constant. 
Chatfield (1980), however, comments that although the Parzen and 
Blackman-Tukey windows produce very similar results, the Parzen 
window has a slight advantage in that it cannot produce negative 






O "- k <. m/ 2 • • • • • • • • • • 2.6.4 
m/2 ~k< m 2.6.5 
The spectal window is the Fourier transform of the lag window. 
Its properties are illustated in Table 1. 
Table 1. 
Spectral window Variance 
ratio 
I/N 









There are no hard and fast rules written on how to select a 
suitable truncation point. A small value of m produces a spectrum 
with low variance, but high bias (poor resolution). If mis too 
small important features may be smoothed out, while if m is too 
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large the spectrum may become erractic, creating difficulty 
in distinguishing between real and spurious features. Ultimately, 
the choice is a compromise between resolution and variance. As a 
rough guide, Chatfield (1980) suggests trying m=2/ (N)
1
/2., while Je-
nkins and Watts (1972) advocate taking two, extreme values to get 
a feel for the spectrum, then suggest seeking a compromise value 
which produces spectral estimates that .make physical sense. In 
real terms, this means that the number of degrees of freedom for 
the window should lie roughly in the range 15 to 30. After some 
experimentation with one of the longer current meter record 
containing distinct inertial and tidal frequencies, it was found 
that m based on 24 degrees of freedom produced a physically 
realistic spectral density function, with an acceptable balance 
between resolution and variance. 
2.7 Confidence limits 
Confidence limits for the spectral estimates are approximately 
distributed as Xv , where the 100(1-~)% confidence interval is 
given by 
(vC,J, (f) )/(X., cy2) to (vC1,1 (f) )/(XII (1-<X/2)). 2.7.1 
As can be seen, the confidence interval applies to one particular 
frequency only. This inconvenience is usually circumscribed 
by plotting the spectral estimates on a logarithmic scale such that 
I 
' 
the transformed confidence interval becomes 
log(v/ (X., (1-(~/2)}) to log(v/ ex ... (ol/2) ).-) . . . . . . . . . . 2.7.2 
and can, therefore, be represented by a singe vertical line. 
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The bandwidth is a function of the spectral window and is 
constant over the linear frequency range. For the Parzen window, 
the bandwidth is given by 
b=l.86/m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.7.3 
Replacing m in terms of the number of degrees of freedom (see 
Table 1) in (2.7.3) gives 
b=O.Sv/N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.7.4 
With v=24 the expression for the bandwidth approximates to · 
b=l2/N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.7.5 
· 2.8 Bi-variate spectra. 
The cross spectrum is the natural tool for examining the 
frequency relationship between two time series. Akin to the 
· auto spectrum, it is determined by the Fourier transform of the 
truncated cross covariance function (ccvf) 
tJ-K 
c ,,.4 (k) w ~ (x1: _x) (ye-~ -y) for k=0,1,2 .•• p . . . . . . . . . 2.8.1 
or, if the normalized cross spectrum is required, by the transform 
of the cross correlation function (ccf) 
r,
1
'2. (k)= c,,i.(k)/(c,11 (O)c 11 ,.(0)) for k'=o,1,2 ••• p ••••• 2.8.2 
Unlike the auto spectrum, C 11i(k) is a complex valued function 
2.8.3 
having real and imaginary spectral estimates. The set of real 
estimates are given by the coincident spectra 
M 
L~1 (f)= 2w(O)r(O)+ ~1 w(k)(r(k)+r(-k))cos(2Tifk) . . . . . . 2.8.4 
and the imaginary set are given by the quadrature spectra 
11 




As with the auto spectra, the cross spectral estimates are smoothed 
using a suitable lag window based on a selected number of degrees 
of freedom. 
2.9 Vector spectral analysis 
If a two dimensional vector time series is resolved into a 
pair of orthogonal components (u) and (v), then the basic spectral 
sets C ;,, ( f) , C z,:z. ( f) , L •/l. ( f) and Q ,, z. ( f) can be determined for any 
choice of co-ordinate axes. Of these, only the coincident spectrum 
is invariant with axes rotation. Further invariant sets can be 
created, however, which fully describe the vector properties. 
From Gonella (1972), these further sets are 
the total spectrum 
sT = c 'J , c f > +c 2i'-c f > . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
the clockwise spectrum 
S_= 0.5(C 11 , (f)+C 2,:i.(f))+Q 112 (f) 
. the anticlockwise spectrum 
. S+= 0.5(C,, 1 (f)+C 2,2.(f))-Q~.,,(f) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 




Together, these spectra give information about the mean 
spectral energy distribution and the partition of energy into 
clockwise and anticlokwise rotation. The total spectrum is the 
vector equivalent of the scalar spectral density function and 
gives the total energy associated with the flow at a particular 
frequency. The rotary spectral components are an unique property 
of vector analysis and provide insight into the physical processes 
involved. From these spectra, a number of important parameters 
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can be derived. A measure of rotation is given by the rotary 
coefficient 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.9.4 
or, alternatively by the ellipse eccentricity 
£ = 1-1 c '<,,,. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 • 9 • s 
where the latter lies between O (circular motion) and 1 (unidire-
ctional flow) • 
The ellipse orientation ~, given by the equation 
tan 2¢ =(2L,,2.(f) )/ (C,,2. (f)-C 2 , 2 (f)) 
and the ellipse stability by 
2 
E = (R/ ( c ,11 ( f) +c..,, 2. ( f) ) -4Q,,/O) 
where 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . 
... 'h 




give the preferred flow direction and stability of the preferred 
axis. The ellipse orientation is not an invariant quantity and ~ 
is measured in the clockwise sense about the y component axis as 
shown in diagram 1. 
DIAGRAM 1. 
(:x) 
In considering the relationship between two vector quantities, 
two further statistics prove to be very use~ul. These are the 
vector coherence and phase functions, both of which are invariant 
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under co-ordinate rotation. If two vectors 
are considered, then the vector product takes the· form 
w .7.., = u 1 u 3 +v2.v .. +i(u,v ... -v2 u 3 ) ••••••••••••••••••• 2.9.9 
From this we can derive a complex sum of complex cross spectral 
densities that is invariant under co-ordinate rotation. For the 
two vectors w and z above, the sum is given by 
Cw,?.. ( f) =L 113 ( f) +L •,'t( f) +Q 11 't( f) -Q ., 3 ( f) 
+i (L 1,~ ( f) -L •,·d f) +Q 1,'l ( f) +Q 1,~ ( f) ) •••.•••.• 2.9.10 
Adapting the expression for coherence between two vectors, 
Brundrit (1980), we get 
K\..l,'1.(f)=( ( /cwz.Cf) { )/(S±*S:!:)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
which is evaluated for positive and negative Q's. 
The phase relationship is given by 
Fw,z.Cf)= -( I Im c\..)"J._(f) I )/(S-t.*S.:!:). 
2.9.ll 
As with the auto- and cross-spectral densities, it is 
convenient to transform the coherence estimates to obtain a 
simple expression for the confidence interval which is applicable 
over the whole frequency range. For coherence, Jenkins and Watts 
(1972) suggest the transformation 
Y~:z. (f) = arctanhc/ Kw,'Z.(f) / ) . . . . • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . • 2.9.12 
= o.s lncc1+/K..,'Z.Cf>/ >1c1-ji<..,'Z.cf>I» .•.•..•••• 2.9.13 
With this transformation, the 100(1-~)% confidence limits are 
given by 
'h 




( I/2N = 0.5* variance ratio. See Table 1). 
Confidence intervals for the phase spectrum are more difficult to 
obtain than for the coherence estimator and must be calculated 
for each f. Therefore, for convenience, confidence intervals are 
often read directly from appropriate graphs, such as, that for 
the 95 percent confidence interval reproduced in Appendix (VI) 
from Jenkins and Watts (1972). 
2.10 Complex Demodulation. 
In the Fourier approach to time series analysis, it is 
assumed that the amplitude and phase of the constituent frequency 
components remain constant throughout the record. Complex demodu-
lation, which may be thought of as a local form of harmonic 
analysis, is more accommodating in this sense in that it allows 
both the signal amplitude and phase to vary in the neighbourhood 
oft, (Bingham, Godfrey and Tukey, 1967), thus rendering the 
method useful for looking at time-vaying changes in the waveform 
in response to external influences. 
If we consider data written in the form 
2.10.1 
then Bloomfield (1976) shows that the extraction of {A~} and <¢~> 
are trivial for all t • This result, he shows, holds equally true 
for the demodulated series, which is expressed as 
2.10.2 
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.................................... 2 .10.3 
giving A~=\y~/ and exp(i~)=y"-) /Y1. / · 
If, however, (2.10.l) is written as the. sum of two complex terms, 
i • e • I 
xt=0.5 A[exp(i(~t+~)+exp(-i(~t+¢.))] 
t ~ ~ 
2.10.4 
and demodulated in the same way as above, then'it can be simply 
shown that 
y~ =0.5 A~xp(i,0'J+0.5 A~xp(-i(2)t+~J )+zLexp(-i.)t) 2 .10.5 
This indicates that the demodulated series not only contains 
information about the term in A, but also includes the effect of 
the first harmonic and noise component zt. In applying complex 
demodulation, therefore, it is essential to filter the transformed 
time series to remove the term in 2~ and zL before proceeding 
with further analysis. The width of the filter window determines 
the neighbourhood in which the demodulation takes place. For 
example, if we demodulate at f=7.6 10 cph (T=5.5 days) and it takes 
a filter with, say, 70 weights to remove the term in 2~, then the 
demodulated series will give a mean amplitude and phase for a 
period of 70 hours. 
A number of FORTRAN 5 programs have been written to apply 
the spectral analysis techniques to both current and wind data. 
These, together with a flow chart for the analysis, are give in 
Appendices (VII to XVI) . 
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3. DATA · 
3.1 Data aguisition. 
Current observations presented in this study were obtained 
from a line of sub-surface moorings deployed on the'continental 
shelf adjacent to Elands Bay, Cape Columbine and Abrahamskraal, 
(see Fig 2). Each mooring supported two Aanderaa RCM-4 current 
meters which recorded aver.age speed, current direction, water 
temperature and hydrostatic pressure. Details of the instruments 

















32 21S 17 40E 175 75 15 7 Jul-24 Aug 182 
150 15 7 Jul-27 Jul 182 
32 475 17 38E 192 92 15 7 Jul-22 Jul 182 
167 15 7 Jul-11 Aug '82 
33 15S 17 45E 170 70 15 7 Jul-31 Jul 182 
145 15 7 JUl""."29 Aug 182 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Concurrent meteorological observations, in the form of 
hourly wind measurements, atmospheric pressure and air temperature, 
were obtained from the stompneus Point weather station until 28 
August '82. supplementing this data, for interpretive purposes, 
were the daily synoptic weather charts produced by the South 
African Weather Bureau. 
In addition to the above data, collected by the Sea Fisheries 
Research Institute, a brief record of sea surface elevations at 
Lamberts Bay, for the period 19 July to 24 August '82, was 
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supplied by Beverly de Cuevas of the University of Cape Town. This 
data, acquired originally throu~h the Fisheries Development 
Corporation, had been corrected for the inverse barometer effect 
in the atmospheric pressure fluctuations (Gill 1982). 
3.2 Data processing. 
The current meter and weather station data collected during 
the course of the experiment were processed to produce a set of 
time series observations suitable for visual interpretation and 
statistical analysis. Stage l entailed translating the raw data 
into scientific units, while various editing routines checked for 
data integrity and on the instrument's electrical status. In 
addition/ current meter data were averaged to form a series of 
hourly observations compatible with the series of sea surface 
elevations and coastal winds. In stage 2, the translated data 
sets were plotted and inspected for any spurious points missed by 
the initial editing procedure. Where bad da~a were encountered 
these were over written by interpolated values. Subsequently, 
the cleaned up records were used to produce some elementary 
statistics, ie., histograms, stick vectors and progressive vector 
diagrams. The final processing stage entailed filtering the data 
to remove high frequency noise and to prevent aliasing. In order 
that the Nyquist and higher frequency components were ?ttenuated, 
a cosine-Lanczos filter with five weights in one wing and a 
quarter power point of 0.375 cph (0.75 Nyquists - 1 Nyquist=0.5 
cph) was chosen. The response function for the filter is given 
25 
in Appendix (XVII). 
3.3 Data quality. 
Before analysing the.data, the accuracy and resolution of the 
various instruments were considered in order to assess the 
precision with which the various parameters were recorded .. This 
was achieved by examining the performance characteristics for. 
both the current meter and the weather station sensors presented 
in Tables 4 and 5 respectively below. 
TABLE 4 (current meter sensors). 
sensor range accuracy resolution 







2.5 to 250 
cm. s- 1• 
0° to 360° 
degrees 
-2-.46°C to 
21. 48° c 
68 bar 
± lcm .. s. 1 or 2% of actual 
speed, whichever is 
greater 
±7.5~ for speeds within 
2.5 to 5cm.s-'; or 100 
to 200cm. s- 1 • 
±5°for spe~ds within 5 
to lOOcm. s- 1• 
±0.05°C 







- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -- --- - - ~ - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - --- - - - - -
TABLE 5 (weather st~tion sensors) 
sensor range accuracy resolution 
- -- - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - -- - - - --- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -.- - - - - - - -- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - -
.wind 0 76m.s -I ±2% * to speed 
0 0 
wind 0 to 360 ±5 * direction 
0 air - 8" to 41° c ±0.20 c * temperature 
pressure 720 to 1070 ±0.6% FSR 0.34 mbar 
mbar 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
* information not supplied by manufacturer 
. . ,..._..; -~ .. 





From the triangle of forces we see that 
Tcosp'~B-Mg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4.1 
and 
Tsin.0.,=F0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4.2 
where T=tension along the mooring line - assumed to be constant 
' 
along its length; B=the buoyancy force; Mg=the total weight of the 
mooring in water; and F0 =the hydrodynamic drag force given by the 
expression 
2 
F0 =0.5p...._.,C0 AU • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.4.3 
(p~=density of sea water; C0 =the constant drag coefficient - Knox 
·and Session (1979) quote C0 =2 as a conservative estimate; A~the 
cross sectional area of the current meter, mooring line, flotation 
packages etc, perpendicular to the current; and U=the horizontal 
component of current speed). 
By combining equations ('3. 4 .1) and (3. 4. 2) we see that the 




Taking typical values: (B-Mg)=650 Newtons and F0 =1500*U Newtons. 
Equation (3.4.4) reduces to 
¢~arctan ( 2. 31U'2.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4.5 
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Fig(3) shows the plot of ~against u for speeds in the 
range O ~ u <, 60 cm. s-•. Consideration of this curve, prior to 
deployment, indicated that the mooring would operate effectively 
in currents up to about 45 cm.6
1
- the speed at which the wire 
angle reaches 27 degrees. Beyond this speed the current meter was 
expected to tilt, reaching the critical value of 12 degrees in a 
current of about 60 .cm. s-'. 
On recovery of the mooring, a re-estimation of the wire angle 
was acquired empirically from the pressure sensor data and the 
results compared to the theoretical solution generated above. The 
relationship between wire angle and water pressure is demonstrated 
in diagram 3 • 
Diagram 3. 
At zero current speed the instrument records a head of 
water h corresponding to a pressure reading P {l dbar approximates 
to the height of 1 m of water). As U increases the instrument and 
mooring wire are deflected from the vertical and a new head of 
water h
1
1>.! p' is recorded, where h
1
) h. By approximating the mooring 
catenary to a straight line, the tilt angle ¢~can be found from 
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~=arccos(l-(~-h)/L) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4.6 
where L= the length of the mooring line. 
The plot of ~ against current speed for a short section of 
the upper current meter record at 32°47S 
.. , 
17 38E was compared to 
the theoretical curve in Fig(3). A .least square parabola, given by 
· ~=0.4 +0.39U+0.006U:z. . ••• • ••••••• ••• • • ••• •• • • • •• • 3.4.7 s 
was fitted to the data and clearly showed that ~ > ¢T for all U in 
the range o °' U ~ 60 cm. s-1 • Examination of the empirical results 
-· showed that at low current speeds (<20 cm.s ) the wire angle 
remained small, lying between O and 7 degrees. The fairly large 
scatter in IE in this region could be attributed to two factors. The 
first was due to the large fractional error in h
1 
-h given by 
6.h=2*dh/(h
1 
-h) ••••••• ••• ••• • •• • • ••• •• • • • •••• •• • 3.4.8 
where dh=0.72 m (see Table 4 for resolution of pressure sensor). 
(Clearly, I ' h decreases ash increases). 
The second factor stemmed from the fact that<¢~> were calculated 
from a set of discrete depths (pressures), while {U} were a set 
of averaged current speeds based on a process of continous 
sampling. As a result, it followed that the scatter depended on 
. the level of turbulence within the sampling period and would 
tend to decrease with increasing current uniformity. 
The clustering of points about the line over the speed 
range 20 ~ U ~ 50 cm. s-1 , indicated that the· mooring responded 
smoothly to changes in current speed. As can be seen, the critical 
wire angle of 27 degrees· occurred at a current speed of about 42 
cm.s-•. Nevertheless, the continued clustering of points about the 
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line . at slightly higher speeds in~icated . that good current data 
could be assumed for wire .angles of up to about 34 degrees ( 
intrument tilt of 7 degrees). 
-1 . 
Beyond speeds of 50 cm.s the parabolic relationship between 
current speed and wire angle appeared to change. In this region, 
·wire angles ranging from 31 to 43 degrees seemed to lie more 
along a vertical axis centered at a speed of about 55 cm.s-i. This 
1tended to imply that the current meter operated ineffectively at 
speeds over lknot (50 cm.s-1), with a consequent deterioration in 
data quality as a result. Although little practical correction 
could be applied to the available data sets, an attempt to' 
reduce the wire angle of successive moorings, during periods of· 
· high current speed, was made .by increasing the buoyancy of the 
flotation package by 25 percent. 
3.5 Mooring motion. 
The second source of error, which was considered likely to 
" taint the quality of current data, was that of mooring line 
111otion due to the semidiurnal tide· (Knbx and sessions 1979) • Visual 
inspection of the data at the three mooring sites indicated that 
maximum curent speeds associated with tidal oscillations were 
about 10-15 cm.s-'. From Fig(3), it was inferred that at this speed 
the cable angle <¢e ), at one of the upper current meters, would 
. . 
·have been about 8 degrees. At any·other depth, an estimate of the 
off-vertical angle could be found from the expression 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.5.l 
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progressive vector diagrams shown in Fig(6 and 7). 
Inspection of data in the upper layer revealed a current 
pattern of inertial motions, semi-diurnal tides and a contingent 
of irregular low frequency flows. Evidence of the semi-diurnal 
tides appeared in both temperature and velocity records, with 
maximum expression occurring towards the middle and end of 
sampling. Inertial motions flourished during the first 20 to 25 
days of recording as illustrated by the parade of anticlockwise 
loops in the progressive vector diagram, (see Fig 6). Their 
presence was equally well noted in the corresponding component 
series, where an especially clear example was observed between 
days 3 and 10 (see Fig 4). Beyond the middle of the record, their 
presence noticeably declined in the face of strengthening longshore 
flow. Current speeds associated with inertial and tidal motions 
were estimated to lie in the range 5 to 15 cm.s-', consistent with 
the findings of surface current studies in the region reported by 
Clowes (1954) and Holden (1985). The third, .and by far the most 
pronounced sig~al observed, was that of a large amplitude, low 
frequency, oscillation with peaks at about 5, 11, 19, 26, 29, 36, 
41 and 45 days. In appearance, this feature resembled a longshore 
wave-type motion having an average period of about 5 to 6 days. 
Strongest flow resulted in the equatorward direction, with speeds 
. occasionally reaching 35 
-1 cm.s • In general, currents speeds 
during poleward reversals remained below 15 cm. s-'. However, one 
notable exception occurred on day 14 when southward speeds 
. _, 
increased to about 25 cm.s • 
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The associated temperature record revealed two pronounced 
features. The first was a very'low frequency cycle with temperature 
fluctuations of between 10° c and 11° c degrees. The second, 
illustrated the .daily temperature response to the semi-diurnal 
tides. No visual consistency was found between the low frequency 
temperature and currents oscillations, although certain similari-
ties were often evident in isolated stretches of data. Clearly, 
in this region, noted as a site of intensive upwelling and within 
close proximity of the oceanic front, the undulating temperature 
fluctuations reflected a complex response .to both local water 
movements and the advection and mixing of water types with 
remote origin. On average, tidal temperature oscillation showed 
an amplitude of about half a degree. However, much larger variat-
ions, as much as one degree, sometimes occurred, demonstating the 
temporal variability of the vertical temperature stratification. 
' ~ ' ' ' ' . ' 
Having acquired a brief visual appreciation of the important 
features in the upper layer, a more detailed examination of the 
velocity data followed, using the spectral analysis techniques 
outlined)in Chapter 2. The rotary spectra, shown in Fig(B), 
provided a measure of the turbulent kinetic energy as a function 
of frequency, plotted in the range o cph to 0.3 cph. As expected, 
prominent peaks occurred at frequencies associated with the 
semi-diurnal tides, inertial motions and that of the longshore 5 
to 6 day cycle. All three peaks were found to be statistically 
significant at the 80 percent confidence level, while 99 percent 
confidence was attached to peaks at the tidal and inei;:tial 
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frequencies. The 5 to 6 day cycle showed almost eqUal energy in 
the clockwise and anticlock"11.se spectra. Elsewhere, substantially 
greater energy was associated with the anticlockwise polarization, 
. 
. reflecting the natural tendency for . currents · to be deflected to 
I 
the left in the southern hemisphere. 
· Examination of the ellipse orientation, stabili~y and 
ellipticity, Fig(9), revealed that both the 5 to 6 day cycle and 
.the semi-diurnal tides had stable preferred axes orientated at 15 
and 60 degees re~pectively, (angles taken anticlockwise about true 
north). Values close to l in the ellipticity spectra revealed 
.that the 5 to 6 day cycle was highly unidirectional, typical of 
motion generally associated with a continental shelf wave 
(Schumann and Perrins 1982) • Semi-diurnal· tidal sets were indicated 
as having rounded orbits, while, not surprisingly, ·circular 
·motion was depicted at the inertial frequency. 
Like currents in the upper layer, those measured near the 
' . 
. · · bottom showed the presence of. strong inertial and tidal motions 
superimposed on a large amplitude, low frequency, longshore 
oscillation, with ,peaks at about 5 and 12 days. Moreover, events 
towards the end of the record showed a rise in eqUatorward flow, 
suggesting the emergence of a third peak on day 19, corresponding 
to that apparent in the. upper layer. On the whole, northward 
current speeds tended to be fractionally slower than that above, 
while some increase was observed during southward current revers-
. als. This feature was more clearly evidenced in the progressive 




in the upper layer. With respect to the ellipticity spectra, 
further similarities existed between various frequency components 
at the two depths. Of particular interest were the high values 
obtained at the 5 to 6 day cycle, again indicating predominantly 
unidirectional flow. In contrast, however, the ellipticity 
obtained for the lower tidal current suggested a substantially 
more circular or rounded ellipse than that observed in the upper 
layer. 
Further details expressing the connection between the upper 
and lower currents followed with the examination of the cross 
correlation function (ccf): and determination of the vector 
.coherence and phase relationships. The ccf was computed from 
·equation 2.a.2 for the N/S speed components in the upper and 
lower layers. The cross correlogram for k=O, 1, •••. , 40 is 
shown in Fig{l2). From the graph it was established that the 
dominant peak occurred at k=-5. Considering the order in which 
the data were entered, this result indicated that certain frequency 
events at the bottom current meter led those above by about 5 
hours. To discover whether the delay applied to the entire 
frequency range or to a specific frequency band only, more 
detailed information was elicited from the vector coherence and 
phase diagrams shown in Fig(l3). From the coherence spectra it 
was noted that a high correlation existed between the series at 
low frequencies (-0.02 to 0.02 cph), with maximum coherence 
corresponding to the 5 to 6 days cycle. strong coherence was also 
obtained at the frequency of the semi-diurnal tides and to a 
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lesser extent at the inertial frequency. In all cases the coherence 
was statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence 
level. Inspection of the phase diagram showed that the two 
current meter records were in phase in the coherent low frequency 
band, signifying a predominantly barotropic motion in the sub-in-
ertial range. At higher frequencies, a least squares fit indicated 
evidence of strong linear trend, with the lower currents exhibiting 
a constant phase lead of about 5 hours i.e., the dominant feature 
picked up by the ccf. As a consequence, the ccf was not considered 
a good tool for examining the delay between low frequency current 
components and, therefore, except in special circumstances 
(discussed later), greater reliance was placed on the use of the 
vector phase diagram in subsequent analyses. 
4.2 Mooring B (32° 47S 17° 3BE). 
Only 14 days data were collected from the upper current 
meter at this location making it the shortest of all the records 
obtained. Despite its length, well defined peaks were found in 
the N/S current series (Figl4) at about 5 and 11 days, symbolic 
of the long period cycle observed at mooring A to the north. 
southward current reversals dominated the record, with speeds 
reaching 40 cm.s-' • Northward flow tended to be rather slow (15 
cm.s-1) and limited to 3 short events, each lasting no more than a 
couple of days (see the progressive vector diagram, Fig 15). As 
at the more northern site, the data showed marked tidal oscillat-
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ions and some indication. Of Wt?ak iner.tial motions. Temperature 
fluctuations over the period f~ll · b~twee~ 9" c and 10. s 0 c. Tidal 
effects(typically accounted for temperature variations of about 
0.5° c. But, several instances of tidally related movements 
occurred in which temperatures varied by more than 1°C. 
· Too few data were available from which to seriously quantify 
the energy contributions associated with tidal, inertial and 
lower frequency signals. Nevertheless, the rotary spectra (Figl6) 
did manage to convey the impression that tidal and inertial 
currents contributed nearly equal amounts of energy, the greater 
portion of which was associated with anticyclonic rotation. At 
extremely low frequencies, greater parity occurred between the 
two polarisations, with.even a slight suggestion of more energetic 
flow associated with the clockwise component. 
Axi.s orientation., stability and ellipticity are shown in 
Fig(l7). High stability was indicated over a, broad, low frequency 
band (Oto 0.2 cph), but elsewhere rather poor values were 
obtained. In the stable region, the axis orientation and ellipse· 
eccentricity showed a preference for unidirectional flow in the 
·1ongshore direction typical of a coastal wave. 
The near bottom current measurements extended over a period 
of 35 days, (Figs 18 and 19). The velocity series depicted the 
familiar low frequency cycle with peaks at about 5, 11, 19, and 
29 days, similar to that observed at mooring A and in the layer 
above. Furthermore, current speeds during southward flow frequently 
exceeded those ·in the upper layer, at times reaching _speeds of 50 
40 
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study the relationship between the upper and lower velocity time 
series. Excellent coherence was obtained between the series at 
sub-inertial frequencies, with a maximum occurring at about a 
days. Coherence was also observed over a fairly narrow frequency 
band in the anticlockwise coherence spectra centered at the 
semi-diurnal frequency. Elsewhere, a poor correlation was observ-
ed. A least squares line fitted to the phase estimates established 
a gradient of about 1 hour, (corresponding to the peak in the ccf 
at lag k=-1). Clearly, this trend did not apply to the frequency 
region -0.02 to 0.02 cph. There, the phase gradient was approxim-
ately zero, implying an in phase relationship between upper and 
lower low frequency components. It should be noted that within this 
region a constant positive phase angle of about 16- degrees was 
obtained. The non-zero phase at f=O arose because a small component 
of non-linear trend persisted in one or both of the records. No 
attempt, however, was made to remove this by the usual filtering 
techniques, as to do so would- have been too costly in terms of 
the number of data points lost. 
I 0 f 0 , 4.3 Mooring C (33 15S 17 45E). 
The upper current meter at this site recorded data for a 
total of 23 days. Figs(23 and 24) show the times series measurem-
ents and progressive vector diagrams for the period. Inspection 
of the velocity components revealed strong longshore oscillations 
with peaks in the equatorward flow at about 5, 11, and 19 days. As 
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found at mooring B, prolonged periods of southward flow occurred 
at the upper meter, with an inajor surge, evident on day 14. Both 
velocity components exhibited a rather ragged band of high 
frequency components, providing indication of inertial motions 
and semi-diurnal tides. These features, as in previous cases, 
tended to be more conspicuous in the E/W series where lower 
frequency qomponents were less, obtrusive. Current speeds associ-
ated with the longshore, low frequency, flow varied considerably, 
', ranging from 35 cm. s-· (northwards) to 45 cm. s-'(southwards). Despite 
these high speeds, an almost equal balance of northward and 
southward flow resulted in a net longshore current displacement 
of about 14 km (see Fig 24). From Fig(23) it was estimated 
that the upper speed limit for inertial motions lay in the region 
of 10 cm.s-•. The corresponding upper speed estimate for the 
semi-diurnal tides proved more difficult to ascertain because of 
the fragmentary appearance of uninterrupted tidal sequences. After 
some consideration, an upper estimate of 10 cm. s-• was reached, 
based on the small group of tidal oscillations observed between 
days 9 apd 11. 
Much greater similarity appeared in the low frequency 
fluctuations between longshore currents and water temperat-
ures at this site than at any sampled depth further north. A 
visual comparison of the current and temperature time series 
indicated that cold water conditions resulted during southward 
current reversals, while invasions of warm water appeared to be 
connected with Equatorward flow. The absolute temperature range 
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spanned about 3°C, althougth the range appropriate to the low 
frequency response was perhaps somewh~t less: closer to 1.5° 
c. Very large tidal temperature fluctuations occurred throughout 
most of the record, with ass.ociated peak to trough temperature 
differences of up to 3°C being recorded. On the whole, largest 
tidal spikes occurred during, northward, warm water flow, possibly 
as a result of enhanced vertical temperature stratification. 
Conversely, muted tidal oscillations generally appeared when the 
background temperatures were at their lowest. 
The penalties of working with short data sets were again 
apparent in the rotary spectral estimates, Fig(25). Large energy 
contributions occurred over the narrow low frequency band, but 
too few data prevented the emergence of a statistically significant 
peak. A peak was present, however, in the anticlockwise rotary 
component at about 0.049 cph (20.4 hours), signifying a strong 
input from inertial motions, which at this latitude have a period 
of 21.8 hours. At the semi-diurnal .tidal frequency, a rather 
subdued 'peak appeared. The apparent lack of energy caused some 
surprise, considering the large tidal period oscillations evident 
in the temperature record. 
From the diagram of ellipticity, axis stability and orienta-
tion (Fig26), it was observed that stable flow was confined to 
currents with periods greater than a couple of days.. Within the 
stable low frequency band, the spectra of axes orientation 
depicted predominatly longshore flow, while values of ellipticity 
indicated high directionality associated with motion typical of a 
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coastally trapped wave. 
The lower current meter functioned for 53 days, recording 
the longest data set of the experiment. The velocity time series 
(Fig 27) showed 3 prominent features. The most conspicuous of 
these was the ubiquitious 5 to 6 day cycle with peaks in the 
equatorward flow at approximately s, 11, 19, 26, 29, 41 and 45 
days (compare with the upper record at mooring A). Several long 
periods of southward flow occurred, the most notable being that 
on day 14 when speeds in excess of 40 cm.s-• were recorded. Bursts 
of speed such as this were infrequent features of both northward 
and southward flow. More typically, much slower speeds were 
recorded with only the few exceptions rising much above 20 cm. s-1• 
The result of continual current switching was ob.served in the 
progressive vector diagram shown in Fig(28). Despite early 
domination by southward flow, a net northward current displa-
cement of nearly so km had accrued by the end of the record. The 
two other features of note were the strong oscillations associated 
with inertial motions and the semi-diurnal tides. 
The majority of the water temperature measurements collected 
at this depth ranged between 8°C and 9.5°C. Little low frequency 
v~riation was present here as in the upper layer, although 
temperatures did tend to decline slightly during the second half 
of the record. Contrary to conditions observed in the upper layer, 
very little evidence, if any,.could be given in support of tidally 
generated temperature fluctuations. 
Depicted by the rotary spectra (Fig 29) were peaks at about 
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8 days, at the inertial period and at the period of the semi 
diurnal tides. The low frequency cycle· just emerged at the 80 
percent confidence level, with the clockwise rotary component 
taking the ascendency. Much greater statistical confidence was 
attached to the two higher frequency peaks, both of which were 
dominated by energy levels associated with the anticlockwise 
spectra. 
Examination of Fig(30) revealed a. highly stable ellipse 
orientation of about -10 degrees for frequencies in the range O to 
0.015 cph, consistent with that observed in the upper layer. over 
this frequency band the flow was also found to be highly elliptic, 
suggesting unidirectional longshore motion. Good stability 
·occurred at the semi-diurnal tidal frequency. Here the major . 
ellipse axis had an angle of 63 degrees (anticlockwise about true 
north), while the ellipticity indicated .the ellipse to be well 
rounded. 
Once again, the relationship between the upper and lower 
records were examined using the vector coherence and phase 
diagrams shown in Fig(31). Very high coherence was depicted over 
. the frequency range -o. 02 to O. 02 cph, with a maximum at about 
o.ooa cph (5.2 days). At higher frequencies, coherence estimates 
fell dramatically, showing poor correlation at the tidal and 
inertial frequencies. In the low frequency band, the phase diagram 
indicated an in-phase relationship and predominantly barotropic 
conditions. Over the spectrum as a whole, however, there was a 
linear component with a negative slope of 3 hours corresponding 
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to the off-set of the dominant obtained peak in the cross carrel-
ation function. 
4.4 Longshore coherence and phase in the sub-inertial current. 
In sections 4.1 to 4.3, results showed that strong coherence 
existed between upper and lower current measurements at sub-iner-
tial frequencies, with maximum coherence occurring at a period of 
about 5 to 6 days. In addition, higher spectral estimates indicated 
that these fluctuations exhibited traits usually associated with 
costally trapped waves. To investigate the spatial continuity of 
these phenomenon, a coherence and phase analysis was performed 
using the longer current records at moorings A and c, Fig(32). As 
suspected from a visual inspection of the data, high coherence 
was depicted in the coherence spectra at a period of 5 to 6 
days. Elsewhere in the spectra, poor coherence was observed. 
In the coherent frequency band, the phase estimates showed 
a southward propagation, with a 'delay of 5 ±1 hours. With a 
separation distance between moorings of close to 100 km, the 
propagation speed of the wave was therefore estimated to be about 
-· 5.5 ± lm.s . 
. 4.5 Functional relationship between stompneus Point winds and off 
shore currents. 
Part of the original project aims was to determine to what 
extent sub-surface currents respond to local weather conditions. 
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In order to help answer this question, direct meteorological 
measurements, comprising atmospheric pressure, air temperature 
and wind velocity were obtained throughout the experiment from 
Stompneus Point weather station, located at the northern tip of 
the Cape Columbine Peninsula. These data were subsequently 
processed and plotted to provide a means of visual comparison 
with the various offshore current meter records. An initial view 
of the progressive wind vector diagrams, Figs(33a and 33b), 
showed that, during the study period, the region fell under the 
influence of moderate to near gale force southeasterly winds and 
brief northwesterlies reversals which culminated in a net north--
northwest wind displacement of nearly 8 000 km. Inspection of the 
corresponding time series, ·(Fig 34), with wind velocity components 
resolved along conventional N/S and E/W axes, showed that a 
strong visual correlation existed between the low frequency winds 
and the changing pattern of atmospheric pressure. No such obvious 
connection appeared between winds and air temperature at low 
~requencies, but a clear similarity in the two records at the 
diurnal frequency was observed, providing evidence of a well 
developed land-sea breeze cycle. 
The spectral energy distribution for Stompneus Point winds, 
Fig(35), depicted peaks at 12 and 24 hours. Clearly the diurnal 
peak reflected the energy input associated with the land-sea 
breeze cycle. The peak at 12 hours, however, posed slightly more 
problems in interpretation. Some contribution to the spectral 
density by atmospheric tides was expected at about this frequency, 
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but not with the energy intensity observed (M Jury pers. comm.). 
Considering this, the peak was probably partly due to a contrib-
ution from the first harmonic of the diurnal cycle. In the low 
frequency band, no single frequency component emerged as statist-
ically significant, albeit that a weak hump appeared at about s 
days in the anticlockwise spectra. 
From the estimated spectra of ellipse orientation, stability 
and eccentricity, Fig(36), highly directional winds were inferred 
in the low frequency range zero to 0.01 cph, with the preferred 
axes lying between 120 and 130 degrees (clockwise about true 
north). At the diurnal frequency, low directional stability 
was encountered, implying a near circular pattern of land-sea 
breezes. In order to acquire a better time series impression of 
the low frequency wind cycle, N/S - E/W wind speeds were rotated 
through -55 degrees (anticlockwise), thus forming a new set of 
wind components with coordinate axes N'/S' - E'/W', Fig(37). (A 
Fortran 5 program to rotate. the coordinate axes is given in 
Appendix XVIII). Additional improvement was provided by filtering 
the series still further to attenuate signals with periods 
shorter than 10 hours. Details of the filter window and response 
function are given in Appendix (XIX). The new time series revealed 
a more abrupt switch in the southeast/northwest wind direction 
and visually re-affirmed the presence of the strong, regular, 
pulse of the land-sea breeze. As expected, an excellent visual 
correlation appeared between the N'/S' wind component and the 
pattern of atmospheric pressure. owing to the cleanness of 
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both series, the phase delay between wind and pressure could be 
closely approximated by manually aligning the two records and 
noting the apparent off-set value on the time axis. In this way, 
wind fluctuation with periods longer than a few days were found 
to lag corresponding pressure variations by about 12 hours, 
Fig(38). 
Despite the statistical absence of a dominant low frequency 
wind component, a comparison between winds and upper currents at 
mooring A showed a number of clear similarities among gross 
features, hinting at a possible functional relationship between 
( 
the two parameters. Particularly clear was the association 
displayed between northwesterly wind events and the relaxation 
and reversals in the northward currents. Notable examples appeared 
at about days 14, 21, 32 and 46. To quantify the relationship, a 
vector coherence and phase analysis was conducted between wind 
stress (proportional to j~.W) and current velocity v. On first 
attempt, poor spectral estimates were obtained owing to the 
presence of low frequency non-linear trend in the time series of 
wind stress. This problem was largely resolved by band pass 
filtering both data sets prior to spectral analysis (the filter 
window and response function is given in Appendix XX). Unfortun-
ately, filtering created a slight problem of its own by reducing 
the number of data points by nearly 26 percent and, in doing so, 
it increased the bandwidth by about 40 percent. With trend 
largely suppressed, the resulting coherence spectra (Fig{39)) 
displayed a strong correlation at low frequencies, with a peak 
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clearly identfied at between 4 and 8 days. The frequency at which 
the peak appeared coincided with that shown to be statistically 
significant in the current data. High coherence between the 
·synoptic scale winds and sub-surface currents at this frequency, 
therefore, clearly suggested that wind stress might have played a 
major role in generating the southward propagation of barotropic 
shelf waves, though the exact mechanism by which this occurred 
would need to be sough~ elsewhere. 
The phase relationship between wind stress and currents was 
derived by obtaining the gradient of the phase diagram within the 
coherent frequency band. Using the method of least square, winds 
·events were found to lag behind those exhibited in the current 
record by approximately 5 hours. In contrast to the relatively 
smooth phase relationships encounted previously for currents, 
phase angles between wind stress and currents in the coherent 
band were less well behaved. This apparent non-linearity, together 
. with the broad bandwidth, inevitably casted doubt on the accuracy 
of the interpretation. Thus, to gain better faith in the result, 
the phase relationship was alternatively approximated by filtering 
out all the high frequency components in the original data and 
computing the cross correlation function between the N/S currents 
and the N'/S' wind stress, Fig(40). (The filter window and its 
response function are given in Appendix XXI). With all periods 
beyond about 5 days suppressed, it was assumed that the position 
of the peak in the ccf would give the time delay between the 
dominant low frequency components i.e., the 5 to 6 day cycle. Co-
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nsequently, the appearence of a peak at k=-5 indicated that the 
interpretation of the phase diagram was indeed correct. 
The coherence and phase analysis established a significant 
statistical relationship between the current, wave-type, oscilla-
tions and local winds. To examine this connection in the time 
domain, both the N/S current and the N'/S' wind stress components 
were demodulated at 0.0076 cph (approximately 5.5 days) using the 
complex demodulation technique described in section 2.10, Fig(41). 
As seen, three distinct periods emerged in the demodulated wind 
series in which the amplitude of the 5.5 day cycle showed a 
substantial increase, with local maxima forming at about 14, 21 
and 32 days. The corresponding series for the demodulated N/S 
current component showed slightly more structure and a visible, 
overall, lead of several hours. A comparative look at the rotated 
time series of winds (Fig 37) and the daily weather maps (South 
African Weather Bureau) showed that during periods of low amplitude 
in the'5 to 6 day cycle, as for example on days 17, 27 and 34, 
southerly to southeasterly winds prevailed, associated with the, 
dominant, regional influence of the South Atlantic high pressure 
cell, Fig(42). In terms of the sub-surface current response at 
mooring A, Fig(4) showed that these periods were synomynous with 
a rapid increases in northward flow. Conversely, wind reversals 
were clearly associated with the three main periods of maximum 
amplitude in the demodulated series. During each of these periods, 
the northward currents abated and a spell of southward flow 
subsequently ensued. consideration of the synoptic weather 
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conditions accompanying these occasions, Figs(43 to 45) unaminously 
revealed northwesterly winds along the west coast associated with 
the procession of frontal systems which penetrated deep into the 
sub-tropical zone. Elsewhere in the current record, lesser 
perturbations in the northward current relaxation could be 
tie~ to weaker frontal systems propagating at more southerly 
latitudes and occasionally to wind conditions accompanying the 
occurrence of low pressure troughs. 
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5. DISCUSSION. 
5.1 The St Helena Bay-Cape Columbine experiment. 
Since 1950, various studies have been conducted to examine 
the possible linkages between commercial fish stock fluctuations 
and environmental variability. In the beginning, environmental 
studies focused on the routine acquistion of hydrological data 
in areas of commercial interest. Information obtained from ships 
stations, revisited monthly over a. period a many years, slowly 
evolved into rudimentary time series, illustrating some of the 
important time and spatial scale events comprising the Benguela 
system. 
An area that received particular attention was that surroun-
ding st Helena Bay, Elands Bay and the Cape Columbine peninsula. 
Here, seasonal and annual fluctuations in the water characteristics 
became the topic of a number of publications (e.g., Clowes 1954; 
Buys 1957, 1959; Duncan 1964; Shannon 1966, 1985 and De Decker 
1970), generating a better awareness of the tremendous variability 
existing there. 
Direct current measurements throughout the 1950's and early 
1960's were confined to ships' drift observations and drift card 
experiments. In the lower layers, water movements were inferred 
from isopycnal analysis and the distribution of water properties, 
such as, temperature, salinity and dissolved oxygen. Together, 
these methods presented a unified picture of generally northward 
flow parallel to the bottom contour during summer, and current 
reversals close inshore during winter. On a local scale, some 
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evidence accrued suggesting a cyclonic eddy within St Helena Bay, 
while the restricted ·appearance of oligoxic bottom water, along 
the coast in summer, was taken to indicate the intrusion of a 
poleward undercurrent. (De Decker 1970). 
During the 1970's, renewed scientific interest in the 
coastal dynamics saw a resurgence in current measurements, with 
current meters being used along the peninsula and at the mouth of 
Baldanha Bay for the first time. Near bottom cu~rents from the 
head of the Cape Canyon were of particular interest as oscillatory 
longshore flow was described, with currents and surface wind 
generally showing close visual correlation. In 1980, the SFRI 
commenced a programme of current metering off the Cape Peninsula 
·to the south and observed much the same results. In the light of 
these findings, it was decided to take a much closer look at the 
current characteristics in the St Helena Bay region, and to 
attempt to re-evaluate the important time and spatial scales of 
motion inherent in the coastal flow. The results of this study, 
performed in winter 1982, forms the contents of this thesis. 
In considering the suitability of various current meter 
sites, cognizance was taken of the scientific merits of the 
proposed locations, together with the need to avoid areas of 
hazardous topography and intense fishing activity. Consultation. 
with Prof Dingle of the Department of Geology (UCT) lead to the 
belief that boulderous conditions along the Cape Columbine 
peninsula, inshore of the 100 m isobath, would imperil mooring 
recovery. Subsequently, discussions with the major fishing 
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companies, further established that mooring safety in the near 
shore region (<100 m depth), within st Helena Bay, would be 
jeopardized by the purse-seine fishing fleets, while beyond the 
200 m contour, trawling was envisaged to be an even greater 
threat. In heeding this advice, the area in which current meter 
moorings could be deployed and recovered with relative safety was 
narrowed to a longshore corridor demarcated by the 100 m and 200 
m isobaths. At its narrowest point, west of the Cape Columbine 
peninsula, this corridor barely measured 10 km in width. 
In July 1982, three current moorings were deployed along the 
180 m contour, within the decreed safety zone, at sites west of 
Elands Bay, Cape Columbine and Abrahamskraal. Each mooring 
·comprised two Aanderaa RCM-4 rotor-and-vane-type current meters 
equipped to record current speed and direction, water temperature 
. and hydrostatic pressure. The current meters were attached to the 
mooring line at 25 m and 100 m from the bottom, each being set to 
record at 15 minute intervals. Although nearly three months of 
data were originally anticipated, poor batteries resulted in a 
recovery of much shorter record lengths of between 14 to 53 
days. on collection, data were translated from voltage outputs to 
scientific units, edited and subsequently averaged to form a time 
series of hourly incremented va~ues. Readings of hydrostatic 
pressure enabled mooring motion and instrument performance to be 
evaluated, thus giving some indication of the data quality, and 
to provide confidence in the interpretive results. 
Mooring motion, associated with the periodic forcing of the 
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semi-diurnal ti~es, was found to produce errors in current speed 
measurements of about 0.2 cm.s- 1, well within the accuracy of the 
speed sensor (1 cm.s 1). Examination of the mooring line inclinat-
ion, on the other hand, showed that excessive wire angle and 
resulting instrument tilt occurred at current speeds above about 
_, 
50 cm.s , raising doubt about the accuracy of speed measurements 
exceeding 1 knot. Fortunately, such conditions were confined 
briefly to mooring B ( 32'' 41s 17° 
I 
38E) , on day 14 and, as ·such, 
were considered unlikely to have a marked effect on the ensuing 
analysis and interpretation. Indeed, the major dissatisfaction in 
the data was confined to the brevity of the records. 
In conjunction with the current measurements, hourly winds, 
air temperatures and atmospheric pressures were acquired from 
the Sea Fisheries Research Institute•s automatic weather station 
at Stompneus Point, situated at the extreme northern tip of the 
Columbine peninsula. These data, as for currents, were -subjected 
to critical editing and pre-analysis preparation. Coastal sea 
surface elevations, corrected for atmospheric pressure, were 
subsequently obtained from B. de Cuevas of the University of Cape 
Town. Where appropriate, recourse was made to hydrological -data 
collected in the region by the SFRI . 
. Outline of obiectives. 
The current metering experiment in the st Helena ~ay - Cape 
Columbine region was planned with three scientific objectives in 
mind. These were: 
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a) to determine the important time scales in the coastal 
currents, and to identify the physical processes that related 
to these time scales. 
b) to estimate the vertical and horizontal coherence in the 
coastal flow, thus yielding typical spatial scales associated 
with the prominent advective processes identified in (a). 
c) to determine the extent to which the sub-inertial currents 
respond to synoptic scale weather events. 
5.2 The determination of the important time scales using spectral 
analysis techniques. 
Quite often, the periods of individual current components 
can be visually estimated from a time series by averaging the time 
taken between successive peaks or troughs. This technique works 
well when applied to fairly 'clean' records that contain one or 
'two dominant signals. More often, however, the problem of separa-
ting the important frequency contributions from the miscellany of 
background noise is one that requires assistance from a branch of 
statistics called time series analysis. 
Time series analysis may be divided into main categories: 
harmonic analysis and spectral analysis. The former is essentially 
Fourier analysis applied to discrete data, and is the natural tool 
for examining periodic components. In contrast, the latter, 
comp~ising the conventional. Fourier method (Jenkins and Watts 
1972), the maximum entropy method (MEM) (Anderson 1974) 
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and the maximun likelihood method (MLM) (Lacoss 1971) is the more 
appropriate technique for examining non-periodic functions. Usua-
lly, a record will contain both periodic and aperiodic events, 
and the choice of which technique to use will, therefore, hinge 
on the particular information required. Of the different spectral 
analysis techniques, the conventional method, described in some 
detail in Section 2, is by far the most flexib~e and widely 
used. It is, however, worth noting that the other methods (MLM 
and the MEM) do have certain advantages in dealing with very 
short records, i.e., where less than about ten complete cycles 
are present. 
The basic spectral sets used in the vector analysis of current 
and wind data, throughout this thesis, comprise the Total and the 
Rotary spectral density functions, all of which are invariant 
under coordinate rotation. The total spectra· provides an estimate 
of the total variance (mean kinetic energy) at eaqh frequency 
in the range O>f>O.Scph, while the rotary spectra partitions the 
total energy into clockwise and anti-clockwise components, 
indirectly providing information about the manner in which the 
current (or wind) vector rotates, and extending insight into the 
physical processes it describes. To appreciate the value of the 
analysis, however, we have to be constantly aware of the technical 
limitations imposed by the sampling interval and the record 
length. At the top end of the spectrum, no information is possible 
about frequencies greater than l/2~t, (the Nyquist or Folding 
frequency). For hourly readings, therefore, the highest frequency 
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component that can be described is f>0.5 cph. The problems that 
arise from working with a finite record length are a little more 
complicated due to the need to compromise between the bandwidth 
and the variance. Put simply, this means that if we narrow the 
bandwidth, to center on a certain frequency, we automatically 
increase the variance in the associated spectral estimate, and 
consequently reduce confidence in the peak. Alternatively, we 
can increase confidence in the spectral estimate by broadening the 
bandwidth, but in doing so we sacrifice some resolution. In 
practice, a balance is usually reached by choosing the number of 
degrees of freedom for the spectrum (Section 2.5), such that the 
resolution is fine ,enough to distinguish the known frequency 
components, and then tuning the bandwidth gradually until distor-
tion in the principal peaks visibly occurs. In the analysis 
performed here, best overall results were realised using 24 
degees of freedom.· A particular case, in which only 5 degrees of 
freedom were used, will be covered later, when the important 
time scales have been established and the individual processes 
are discussed. 
Visual inspection of the filtered time series of currents 
(eg., Figs 4, 18 and 27) showed intermittent evidence of semi~di­
urnal tides and inertial motions, together with the undulating 
cycle of a long period wave (5 to 6 days), prominent at all three 
sites. Spectra, for individual current meter records, clearly 
confirmed the presence of tidal and inertial motions, but only 
depicted the 5 to 6 day cycle with statistical confidence in the 
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two long time series at moorings A and C (see Figs 8 and 30). Wi-
thin the bounds of resolution, no other.major time scales were. 
apparent. Because of the closeness of the diurnal and local 
inertial frequency at mooring A, the possibility of a diurnal 
time scale could not be totally excluded. Although very little 
energy was, in fact, expected to be contributed by the diurnal 
tides (following the results of an harmonic analysis of tide 
gauge records at Lamberts Bay - B. de Cuevas and Shipley pers 
comm.), it was not known to what extent the near coastal flow 
' responded to the land-sea breeze, which was apparent in the wind 
record (Fig 37) throughout the study. 
Due to the clarity of the filtered data, the prominent 
time scales of motion were clearly visible in most of the records 
on initial inspection. The importance of the individual processes, 
however, remained to be quantified through the associated spectra. 
In all cases, the greatest energy was concentrated in the sub-in-
ertial range,. indicating a broad cascade of turbulent energy 
dissipation (Monin 1977). Within this range lay the 5 to 6 day 
cycle which tended to dominate the spectrum (where record length 
permitted), indicating it to be the most important component 
present during the study period. At the inertial and semi-diurnal 
frequencies, comparable energy levels were obtained at most 
sites, implying that these processes probably shared equal 
importance as advective processes. 
In conclusion, therefore, it was found that there were three 
main time scales of motion in the coastal currents during winter 
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1982 that stood apart from the general broad band of low frequency 
flow. These were: 
a) current fluctuations having ·a time scale of 5 to 6 days. 
b) near inertial motions, ~ith periods slightly greater than 
the local inertial frequency f. 
c) semi-diurnal oscillations associated with the barotropic and 
baroclinic semi-diurnal tides. 
5.3 Semi-diurnal tides. 
Tide gauge records at Lamberts Bay and other monitoring sites 
along the west coast of South Af~ica show small tidal elevations 
of about 1, 5 m (South African Tide Tables) . Accordingly, barotropic 
tidal components normal to the coast must be expected to be fairly 
low, except near the entrance to bays and inlets where high 
velocities may occur. Furthermore, the fact that there is no 
appreciable time lag between the times of high water at sites 
along the west coast, indicates negligible longshore velocities. 
(NRIO 1976). 
In view of this, very few tidal current observations have 
been made in this region. Clowes (1954), reported some evidence 
from ships' records of anticlockwise tidal sets near Elands Bay 
during calm weather conditions. Subsequently, NRIO (1976) attempted 
to investigate the magnitude of the semi-diurnal tidal currents 
off Cape Columbine during two consecutive days in November 1975, 
using drogues and a Savonius-type current meter. Weather and sea 
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conditions at station Z (32 54, lS 17 '49, 9E) were reported to 
. . 
be favourable, permitting measurments at 5 m depths between the 
surface and 25 m. Results showed a pattern of weak flow, with 
speeds of about 10 cm.s , but no clear tidal influence. During a 
brief interlude of calm winds, zero currents were recorded. From 
these results, scientists concluded that " tidal· effects may be 
neglected in the area (except, of course, near the entrance of 
. Saldanha Bay)". Further north, near Hondeklip Bay, Schumann and · 
Perrins (1982) examined current meter data at depths of 29m, 79m, 
159m and 239m in 255 m of water during May-June 1981. The result 
of their analysis showed that currents in the inertial and 
semi-diurnal bands contributed substantially to the current 
variance of the system, causing them to remark that, "It is 
therefore clear that there are regions where such currents cannot 
be ignored". 
Examination of the filtered current time series at moorings 
sites in the St Helena· Bay - Cape Columbine region during 1982, 
revealed ample visual evidence of semi-diurnal tides. At mooring 
A, these features were particularly clear in the upper record, 
with tidal currents occasionally showing atotal variation in the 
-I . 
E/W component of 10 cm.s and more. Similar condition were observed 
in the lower current records at moorings B and c. But, in the 
.upper layers there, tidal prominence was visibly subdued, partic-
ularly at mooring B. Significantly, perhaps, this location was 
very close to station Z, visited by NRIO in 1975. 




the total current variance was given for each record by the total 
energy spectra, Figs(B, 10, 16, 20, 25 ahd 29}. All, except two, 
showed clearly defined peaks at the appropriate frequency: the 
exceptions being those for the upper time series at moorings B 
and C, as expected. Table (5) shows the magnitude of the spectral 
energy for the 12 hour and 5 to 6 day cycles, providing a compar-
ative measure of the energy associated with the tides and the 
dominant current component. Also given are the ratios of the two 
spectral estimates and their square roots, the latter describing 
the ratio of the respective mean speeds. 
TABLE 5. 
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Examination of the above table indicated that the semi-diurnal 
tides were significantly important at mooring A, with speeds 
approaching 50 per cent of that associated by the principal 
current component. Further south, at mooring B and c, this ratio 
dropped to between 20 and 30 per-cent, despite greater tidal 
·energy overall at the near bottom depth (155 m). As an advective 
process, therefore, the semi-diurnal tides could be said to 
relatively strong in St Helena Bay, but relatively weak along the 
Cape Columbine Peninsula, relegated in importance there by the 
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overwhelming increase in the primary flow. Whether tidal movements 
along the peninsula can be treated quite so dismissively in terms 
of their affect on the regional biology remains to b~ discovered. 
Although, advection-wise, some doubt may exist about the 
transpor~ive importance of the semi-diurnal tides along the 
peninsula, there can be little question about their efficacy in 
generating internal wave motions. This facet can be clearly seen 
in the upper temperature records at each mooring location, and 
most markedly at mooring c, where temperature variations frequently 
exceeded 2° c, rising to 3°C on occasions. In order to translate 
temperature oscillations into vertical displacements required a 
knowledge of the in-situ temperature gradients. Unfortunately, 
suitable data for this purpose were not collected during the 
current study period, and thus recourse was made to CTD data 
obtained during subsequent visits to the area in 1983 and 1984. 
These data were collected at different times of the year and 
under different meteorological conditions, thereby demonstrating 
temporal variation in the structure, Fig(46). 
Profile A (25/02/83) showed a well stratified upper 50 m 
layer, with several step-like features at about 10 m intervals. T 
. 0 
emperature in this region decreased from 16.5 c at the surface to 
0 about 11 c at the base of the thermocline. Below, water temperat-
ures decreased uniformly at a rate of about 0.028°C.m-', falling 
to 8. 5° c at a depth of 150 m. Profile B (24/05/83) depicted a 
well mixed surface layer of some 20 m depth, having an average 
·temperature of about 16. 2° C. Immediately below, the thermocline 
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stretched down to about 70 m, disrupted by a single step-like 
feature between 40 and 50 m. Thereafter, the profile tended to 
parallel that of A, maintaining a constant temperature difference 
of about 0.5°C. Finally, profile C (30/10/84) described a well 
mixed, homogeneous surface layer, with a temperature of about 
14.3°C, extending to a depth of 60 m. 
In comparing these profiles it was noted that although 
quite different structures were in evidence, certain basic 
features remained common to all. For example, at the 150 m depth, 
0 
all profiles showed water temperatures close to 9 c. This temper-
ature.was also consistently observed throughout the lower current 
meter record at mooring c (see Fig 27). Secondly, all profiles 
showed uniform stratification below the thermocline, indicating 
that a linear profile could be assumed between upper and lower 
current meters. At the surface, quite contrasting differences 
were apparent between profile c and profiles A and B. The high 
surface temperature in the latter profiles almost certainly 
reflected the onshore movement of the thermal front, pressed 
shoreward under the action of northwesterly winds - such were the 
wind conditions during much of the current study. Close comparison 
between the upper temperature records at mooring C and the 
profiles in Fig (46) strongly suggested that either profile A or 
B could, in fact, be considered typical of conditions prevailing 
during the study period and, as such, could be used to estimate 
the vertical displacements associated with the observed temperature 
fluctuations. 
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If the vertical displacements of the internal tides occurred 
entirely over the lower sections of profiles A or B, vertical 
displacements, associated with a temperature fluctuation of say 2° 
c would be between 60 m and 70 m. On the other hand, if the 
thermocline lay close to the upper current meter - as profiles 
A and B strongly suggest - then contact with the upper layer 
would reduce the vertical displacement to about 20 m. Corr~ 
espondingly, a 3° C temperature cycle would be associated with a 
vertical rise and fall of about 30 m. Under these conditions we 
might conceive enhanced cross pycnocline exchange of microscopic 
biological material, with upward diffusion from the cold nutrient 
rich lower layer into the upper euphotic zone. Regretably, 
suitable temperature profiles were not available for the northern 
region to assess conditions at mooring A. However, in view of the 
commensurate levels of tidal energy at the three sites, a healthy 
internal wave climate could be anticipated over the entire 
region, the scale of vertical motion depending on the position 
and strength of the thermocline. 
When examining the coherence and phase of the tides, it is 
usual to first separate the barotropic and baroclinic components, 
and to spatially compare the properties of the two components 
independently. To achieve this, use is made of the fact that the 
depth integral of the baroclinic internal tide is zero (Holloway 
1984). Accordingly, the depth-averaged in-situ current measurements 
equal the barotropic component, and the residuals represent the 
baroclinic component. Usually, tidal sea surface elevations at 
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the coast are due to ~ barotropic type of Kelvin wave, {Schumann 
and Perrins 1982). These waves are independent of stratification, 
and in narrow shelf regions are relatively insensitive to shelf 
topography. In contrast, the baroclinic tides depend critically on 
stratification and respond to small scale topographic features. 
Where measured tidal currents exhibit a strong time dependence, 
it can generally be assumed that the baroclinic tides dominate 
{Schumann and Perrins 1982). 
In order to separate the barotropic and baroclinic tides, 
current measurements are required at as many depths as possible, 
the minimum permissible number being three. With only two current · 
meters, the residual currents, after subtracting the depth 
average, are equal and opposite, and thus only represent a special 
case. In view of this, 'it was not possible to separate the two 
·tidal components for comparative purposes, using the data collected 
during the study period. However, some indication of the relative 
importance of the barotropic and baroclinic components was 
attempted by band pass filtering the original data to extract the 
tidal signal, and then examining the time dependence of the 
resulting record (filter details and response function given in 
Appendix XXII), rigs (47, 48 and 49). (These figures show the total 
speed plotted along the preferred ellipse axis. Speeds take the 
sign of the N'/S' component, where N'/S' is the preferred axis 
orientation given in Section 4). Inspection showed that tidal 
speeds fluctuated· considerably, with absolute values ranging from 
just a few cm.s- 1 to 10 cm.s-'. Evidence of the barotropic tides 
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could be seen in the pattern of springs and neaps associated 
with different phases of the moon. This was most clearly observed 
in the filtered records at mooring A (Fig 47). Further south, at 
sites along the Cape Columbine Peninsula, the response to the lunar ' 
cycle appeared to be generally less pronounced, permitting the 
baroclinic component to be detected. One such example was depicted 
at site B (Fig 48), where current. speeds ·near the beginning of 
the record, when the moon was in 'its last quarter, exceeded those 
during the following period of spring tides. As such, no decisive 
conclusions about the relative importance of the barotropic and 
baroclinic tidal components could be reached and quantification 
on this issue was left as the subject for further studies. 
Elliptic properties for the combined barotropic and baroclinic 
tides were examined at each of the three moorings to illustrate 
spatial differences in the vertical structure, and to draw 
comparisons between the longsh6re sites, particularly between 
those along the peninsula and at mooring A, further north. Spectra 
' 
derived in Section 4 established the preferred direction of the 
principal ellipse axis, the axis stability and the ellipse 
eccentricity over the frequency range O<f<0.3. Table (6) presents 
the relevant details for the semi-diurnal tides. 
TABLE 6. 
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A (upper) 59 0.90 0.78 
A (lower) 62 0.75 0.46 
B (upper) 175 0.28 0.37 
B (lower) 40 0.78 0.45 
c (upper) 178 0.27 0.74 
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c (lower) 59 0.61 0.19 
By way of explanation, Eulerian measurements of rotary 
currents, such as tides, tend to describe elliptical current 
patterns. The form and orientation of the ellipse is, therefore, 
essential to the understanding of the flow. The axis orientation 
is the angle, taken to be positive in the clockwise sense about 
true north, of the principal ellipse axis, giving the preferred 
current direction at frequency f. The axis stability ranges 
between O and 1, and broadly speaking tells us how much confidence 
that we can attach to the axis ·orientation. A stability of 1 
would, by definition, indicate perfect axis stability, while O 
would signify non-directionality. Finally, the ellipse eccentr-
icity defines the shape of the ellipse in terms of the lengths of 
the major and minor axes. Like the stability, the eccentricity 
lies between O and 1, with 1 indicating unidirectional flow and o 
defining a circle. Used collectively, these estimates can be used 
to describe particular flow characteristics, and in many cases 
may be helpful in interpreting the physical processes involved. 
Inspection of the ellipse properties in table (6) above, 
showed that stable ellipse axes could be assumed in the bottom 
layer at all three mooring locations, with highest stability being 
observed at mooring B. In the upper layer, however, preferential 
axis orientation was exclusively restricted to the northern 
. location. As observed, the principal tidal currents in the lower 
layer tended to lie between 40 and 60 degrees. Considering this 
feature, it is clear that, in the absence of strong cross shore 
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currents, semi-diurnal tides could exert an important influence 
in the cross shelf diffusion of chemical and biological properties. 
This would have been particulaly true at mooring A, during the 
study period, where the preferred ellipse axis at both depths 
were predominantly onshore. Of those ellipses with stable axes, 
most exhibited a well rounded shape, and only tidal currents in 
the upper layer at mooring A exhibited anything approaching 
unidirectional motion. 
In examining the vertical coherence and phase relationships · 
established in Section 4, it was found that good coherence was 
indicated between the upper and lower tidal components at mooring 
A, and that the phase angles, corresponding to the clockwise and. 
anticlockwise components, lay close to zero. Further south, at 
mooring B, coherence was only indicated in the anticlockwise 
sense, with the lower tides leading those at 80 m by about 0.6 
hours. At mooring c, peaks, as such, were evident in the coherence 
spectra, but not at a statistically significant level. 
Finally, tidal speeds in the upper and lower layers at each 
of the three moorings were found to be of comparable magnitude, 
where, in fact, slower speeds near the bottom might have been 
expected due to frictional retardation. Wunsch (1969) and others 
have shown theoretically, that tidal motion may be bottom intens-
if ied where the internal wave characteristic, or aspect ratio, 
given by 
2. '<.. 2. .. ,,,_ 
c=± ( ( !..:> -f ) I ( N - '"" )) ............................ . 5.3.0 
where N= the buoyancy frequency~ see below. 
equals the slope of the bottom topography. Observations of the 
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baroclinic tides in the shelf zone off northwest Africa (Horn and 
Meineke 1976; Huthnance and Baines 1982),·west of Florida (Leaman 
1980) and off Oregon (Torgrimson and Hickey 1979) show good 
agreement with this prediction. To discover whether frictional 
losses along the study region were being off set by a process of 
bottom intensification, an approximation of the aspect ratio and 
the bottom slope were obtained at mooring c. The buoyancy frequency 
N, defined by 
N=(-g/p dP/dz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.3.1 
and re-written in terms of the temperature gradient giving 
N=(g,µ6t/oz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.3.2 
where f"- =the expansion coefficient Cp=l/f "Of/ ot) !!:: 2 x l0-1r) \ was 
estimated from the temperature profiles A and Bin Fig (46). 
At the lower current meter depth, N was estimated to lie between 
7. 5y10.:.
3 
s-' and 8. 2 x 10-
3 
s-' (mean value=?. 85 )f. 10-3 s•'). Since 
c..> <<N
2
, equation (5.1.0) reduced to 
giving an aspect ratio 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
-1 
of about 1. 3 x 10 • 
5.3.3 
The slope of the bottom topography was calculated from bathy-
metric charts along a line bearing 60 degrees (axis orientation 
of the tidal current). This resulted in a slope angle of approx-
- '3 
imately 2. 8 x 10 degrees, indicating a super-critical (ex'. >c) 
condition (Holloway 1985), and one that was not theoretically 
conducive to not bottom intensification (Holloway 1985). Compa-
rable tidal speeds at the upper and lower current meter depth, 
within the uniformly statified layer, therefore, seemed to 
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suggest that bottom frictional affects were negligible at 25 m 
off the bottom. 
5.4 Inertial motions. 
Inertial oscillations, like those of the semi-diurnal 
tides, were conspicuous in the current records throughout the 
study period, with maximum expression being observed at Mooring 
A. A relative measure of the inertial energy and the importance 
of inertial currents as a source of local advection, with respect 
to the 5 to 6 day cycle (the dominant current component) is given 




































Examination of the above data showed that the average speeds 
of inertial motions at mooring A were about 45 to 63 percent of 
the dominant current component. At moorings B and c, the percent-
ages were rather lower (between 10 and 30 per cent), with the 
lowest values being recorded near the bottom, as expected. Like 
the tides, therefore, inertial motions were indicated to be of 
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relatively greater consequence to .the region north of the Cape 
Columbine peninsula. 
Spectral analysis revealed that the inertial peaks occurred 
at slightly higher frequencies than that of the local inertial 
frequency f, (where f=2rtsin,0'). Work by Day and Webster (1965), 
Gonella (1971), Leaman (1975), Kundu (1976) ~nd others, have 
shown this to be the rule, with the measured 'near inertial' 
I ' frequency f generally being higher than f by between 3 and 20 
percent. 
The significance of this fact can be found in the solution 
of the dispersion relationship for internal waves (Gill 1982). For 
motion with frequency f, the group velocity (c~), and hence the 
energy flux (F), is horzontally polarized and no vertical energy 
propagation can occur. For true inertial motions, therefore, 
energy is constrained to the surface mixed layer. At the density 
interface, current shear between the upper and lower layers may 
create turbulent instability, promoting cross pycnocline mixing 
in the form of Kelvin-Helmholtz billows (Gill 1982). If, however, 
the frequency of the oscillation is greater than f (it is assumed 
I 
here that f and fare both<< the buoyancy frequency N), then 
vertical energy propagation will occur, the direction of propaga-
tion being opposite to that of the vertical component of the 
phase velocity vector. The relationship between the group velocity 







As can be seen, whether the group velocity (and hence the energy 
flux) has a vertical upward or downward component depends on the 
the sign of the phase velocity. For positive phase (z positive 
upwards), currents in the lower layer must lead those obove. Add-
itionally, it can also be shown that, in the southern hemisphere, 
a positive phase velocity is associated with anti-cyclonic motion 
in the horizontal plane (looking from above), (Kundu 1976, Gill 
1982). From the analysis of current meter data at each of the 
three mooring sites, an upward phase velocity at the near inertial 
frequency was confirmed both by the rotary spectra (anticyclonic 
currents) and by the vector phase relationships shown in Figs (13, 
22 and 31). Consequently, the associated vertical component of the 
group speed was found to be directed downwards, showing that 
inertial motions were able to propagate into the· lower layers, 
and exert an influence on the near bottom flow. 
In order to investigate the practical importance of the 
near inertial flow in the subsurface layer, it was necessary to 
improve on the initial estimate of f~ To achieve this, the 
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spectral bandwidth was narrowed by reducing the number of degrees 
of freedom from 24 to 5, following the example of Kundu (1976). 
Unfortunately, the record lengths were just too short to achieve 
the sort of resolution that was hoped for, although much improve-
ment was evident. (It should be appreciated that one of the 
alternative spectral techniques, such as, MLM or MEM would have 
been more appropriate for this purpose). At mooring A, where the 
inertial period is 22.37 hrs, insufficient resolution was obtained 
from which to separate the inertial and diurnal components. Tidal 
analysis of long sea level records at Lamberts Bay shows domination 
by the semi-diurnal constituents (pers comm B. de Cuevas UCT) 
and, as such, bias from the diurnal tides in the current spectra 
was considered to be negligible. Winds at Stompneus Point, however, 
depicted a strong land sea breeze cycle and a transfer of wind 
energy to the underlying currents would, therefore, be expected. 
Despite this, the analysis _did show a 2 percent increase in the 
inertial frequency at mooring A. Furthermore,· consideration 
of the asymmetry in the spectral peak also suggested a slight bias 
towards the diurnal frequency, indicating that the true shift in 
the inertial frequency may have been slightly greater than 
observed. At mooring c, control on the bandwidth was less of a 
problem, since the inertial period (21.82 hrs) lay sufficiently 
far from the influences of the diurnal cycle to avoid biasing of 
one by the other. At this site, re-analysis of the upper and 
lower time series showed a 7 percent increase in the inertial 
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.· 
frequency, and was very close to that (8%) observed by Kundu 
(1976) off the coast of Oregon •. 
Unlike the internal tides, inertial motions were not evident 
in the temperature structure at either the upper or lower depths. 
To examine whether inertial motions could be important to the 
region in some other way, in particular whether they could 
contribute significantly to the bottom tubulence, estimations 
were made of the downward energy flux and compared to the turbulent 
production rate associated with he quasi-geostrophic flow at the 
bottom. To obtain this information, the phase speeds were first 
calculated from the vector phase diagrams presented in Section 
4. At mooring A, the phase angle at the near inertial frequency 
was about -110 degrees, giving a phase delay in the upper layer 
of approximately 6. 5 hours. In turn, this yielded a constant 
phase speed, taken over the water column separating the upper and 
lower current meters (75 m), of about 0.32 cm.s • From Kundu 
(1976), the vertical component of the group velocity was determ-
ined from the expression 
2. 
s=c[ (f/w) -1] ................................... . 5.4.5 
/ • • I where w=f , giving c=0.014 cm.s- • 
In estimating the vertical energy flux, it was necessary to first 
calculate the ratio (R) of the potential plus kinetic energy to the 
horizontal kinetic energy ,for internal waves, using the method of 
Fofonoff (1969). For N>>w this ratio'is expressed in the simplified 
form 
R=(w"2..-f2..)/(w'+f 1 ) · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5.4.7 
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(Kundu 1976), giving R=0.011. 
Hence, the energy density was determined using the expression 
2. 
E=(l+R)p0.5(V) 5.4.8 
(Kundu 1976). At the bottom current meter (25 m off the sea bed), 
bursts of inertial currents ranged in speed from about 8 cm.s-' to 
-· _, 12 cm.s , between days 3 and 14. Therefore, taking V=lO cm.s as a 
-z _, 
typical inertial speed, E was found to be approximately 5~10 kg.m 
-2 
. s . Finally, the downward energy flux, given by 
F=E~"' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 • 4 • 9 
-"' -3 was estimated to be about 0.7xlO kg.s • 
At the bottom, the work done by the quasi-geostropic flow 
against the the bottom stress was calculated from 
W=V- .... ~ '""' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.4.10 
where v3 was taken to be the mean speed of the sub-inertial 
flow (V =5 cm.s~). With only the single current meter at 25 m off 
the bottom, it was only possible to obtain a crude approximation 
of the bottom stress i:, given by 
i:=pu .. 5.4.10 
based on an empirical estimate of frictional velocity, u~=0.04V~ 
derived for the oceanic case by Weatherly (1972). On substi-
tuting typical values into (5.4.10) and (5.4.9), the turbulent 
production rate, due to the sub-inertial current, was estimated 
_,_ -3 
to be about l.OxlO kg.s . Bearing in mind the simplicity of 
the approach, the above results indicated that inertial motions 
could play an active role in promoting bottom turbulence, and 
thus, perhaps, be a contributing factor in enhancing the bottom 
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regeneration of particulate matter in St Helena Bay. 
At mooring c, a similar analysis found the downward energy 
flux to be nearly a quarter of that estimated at A, while the 
turbulent production rate associated with the quasi-geostrophic 
flow was found to be greater by a factor of 10. Considering 
the generally higher bottom current speeds associated with the 
longshore flow, it was, therefore, inferred that inertial motion 
in this region would be of mimimal importance in terms of bottom 
mixing. 
Based on observation, the scale of vertical coherence 
associated with inertial motion is generally considered to be 
confined to a few tens of metres, (Webster 1968, Halpern 1974, 
Kundu 1976). Some exceptions have. been noted in enclosed seas, 
however, where vertical coherence of more than a 1 km has been 
found (Perkins 1972). Vector coherence analysis described in 
Section 4, indicated coherence at the inertial frequency over a 
vertical depth of 75 m at mooring A, but not elsewhere along the 
peninsula, where inertial activity was less pronounced. Webster 
(1968) and Schott (1971) have shown that horizontal coherence 
typically extends over a few tens of kilometers. The spacing 
between moorings during the winter 1982 were thus rather too far 
apart to look at the this particular aspect, but it might resonably 
be surmised that good spatial coherence would, in fact, be the case 
within the sheltered region of st Helena Bay. 
Finally, the relationship between inertial currents and 
local winds was not examined due to the lack of near surface 
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measurements. Studies elsewhere, however, have revealed good 
agreement between observation and the theoretical account of the 
surf ace mixed layer based on the model of Pollard and Millard 
(1972). Application of this model to the surface layer in St 
Helena Bay was, therefore, seen as a natural extension to the 
above work, to be performed when suitable data becomes available. 
5.5 The 5 to 6 day perturbation. 
Thoughout the study period, current meter records at each 
site revealed the presence of large amplitude, low frequency, 
longshore perturbations at about 80 m and 150 m. The results of a 
rotary spectral analysis conducted on the longer time series at 
moorings A and C (Sections 4.1 and 4.3) showed that: 
a) these oscillation had periods of about 5.5 days. 
b) stable ellipse axes occurred at each site, with the major 
ellipse orientation tending to parallel the bathymetry. 
c) current ellipse eccentricities all lay close to 1, indicating 
unidirectional flow, typical of that g'enerally associated with 
shelf waves. 
In addition, cross vector coherence and phase analysis between 
current measurements at each site (Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) 
revealed that 
·d) the flow was predominantly barotropic, exhibiting exceptional 
vertical coherence and zero phase. 
While a similar analysis between current measurements at the two 
outer moorings (Section 4.4) found that 
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e) the perturbations were strongly coherent over a longshore 
distance of at least 100 km, and that they propagated southwards 
with a phase velocity of about 5. 5 m. s- 1• Corresponding to the phase 
and period above, this indicated that the perturbations had a 
wavelength of about 2600 km. 
Consideration of the above points, led to the belief that 
the 5 to 6 day current fluctuations were due to a form of contin-
ental shelf wave, generated north of the study area. 
Continental shelf waves have been studied intensively since 
Hamon (1962) first observed that sea level fluctuations along the 
east coast of Australia could not be wholly explained in terms 
of the inverse barometer effect. This discovery quickly led to 
the shelf wave model of Robinson (1964), and subsequently to the 
wind-generated theory of Adams and Buchwald (1969). Thereafter, 
numerous models were developed, each exploring a particular aspect, 
such as, the effect of topography and stratification. The tremen-
dous progress in this field, made during the 1970's and early 
ao•s, is reflected in the literature reviews by Le Blond and 
Mysak (1977, 1978), Mysak (l980a,b), Allen (1980), and Beardsley 
and Boicourt (1981). Since Hamon's first observation, the presence 
of shelf waves has been established in most of the important 
upwelling regions of the World, and are particularly well docume-
nted for the Pacific coast of the American continent, i.e., off 
Oregon by Mooers and· Smith (1968); Cutchin and Smith (1973); 
Kundu and Allen (1976); Huyer, Sobey and Smith (1979); and off 
the coast of Peru by Smith (1978); Brink (1983). 
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Wang (1976) broadly described shelf waves as falling into 
one of two categories: the baroclinic Kelvin wave (Charney 1955) 
and the barotropic shelf wave (Robinson 1964). The former is 
essentially a coastally trapped gravity wave that propagates in a 
stratified ocean, with a flat bottom and vertical boundary. In the 
southern hemisphere, waves in both categories are constrained to 
travel with shallow water on their left; hence shelf waves 
propagate polewards along the west coast of southern Africa. For 
_, 
a Kelvin-type wave to propagate at 5.5 m.s , the shelf depth h 
(given by h=c 2 /g) would need to be about 3 m. Consequently, 
Kelvin waves, such as, those associated with, say, a storm surge, 
could not be responsible for the wave-like features observed. 
The second class of shelf waves are essentially quasi-geost-
rophic, and propagate in a homogeneous ocean with a sloping 
bottom. Governing their motion is the conservation of potential 
vorticity. Where changes in the relative vorticity arise from 
variations in depth, the waves are often referred to as 'barotropic 
topographic Rossby waves' (Wang 1976). Unlike the Kelvin-type 
waves, barotropic waves do n?t require a coastal boundary in 
order to propagate (Gill 1982). However, Gill and Schumann (1974) 
have shown that such a boundary is important for these waves to 
be initiated by the wind. 
In order to see whether the wave-like motion, encountered 
during the study period, fitted in with the concept of barotropic 
waves, the observed wave frequency and phase were compared with 
that produced by the barotropic shelf wave model of Buchwald and 
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Adams (1968), used locally with some success by Van Foreest et al 
(1984), to study stationary frontal features in th~ Benguela 
Current system. 
The model, based on the reduced equations of motion 
Ou/Ot-fv=-gOS;ox .................................... 5.5.0 
ov/ot+fu=-go.5/oy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
and the equation of continuity 
O(hu)/ox+o(hv)/oy+oS;ot=o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5.5.l 
5.5.2 
makes the assumptions that a) the shelf topography is constant 
in the longshore direction, b) the ocean basin, beyond the shelf 
is flat bottomed and .stretches to infinity, c) the fluid is 
unstratified and d) f=constant. The greatest initial difficulty in 
setting up the model was to provide it with a suitable topogra-
phic section. This difficulty arose because of the fairly large 
differences observed between typical shelf profiles along the 
peninsula, at B and c, and that further north in the vicinity of 
moor~ng A. The problem, however, proved to be less severe than 
originally envisaged. Examination of the dispersion curves, for 6 
·different topographic sections along the west coast (Van Foreest 
et al 1984, their Fig 7), showed that, at very long wavelengths, 
the model exhibits relative insensitivity to variations in the 
nearshore topography. As a result, the model was evaluated, 
using the program of Van Foreest (UCT) and Van Ballegooyen 
(NRIO), for a central topographic section, running off shore from 
Cape Columbine at 250 de'grees to the 5000m contour, a distance of 
approximately 630 Km. 
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The truncated dispersion relationships for the first four 
barotropic modes are shown in Fig(50). In addition, the wave 
periods and phase speeds corresponding to A =2600 km are tabulated 











Mode 3 Mode 4 
26.0 38.9 
1.2 0.8 
As seen, the wave period and phase speed for the first mode 
were in very close agreement with observation. Values associated 
with the higher modes, on the other hand, were substantially 
different and thus, it was felt, could be neglected for the 
purpose of this study. 
Inspection of the first mode non-dimensional sea surface 
profile (Fig 51), showed. a maximum elevation at the coast, with 
the gradient decreasing to zero at a distance of about 240 km off 
shor~. Beyond, the profile adopted a slight negative gradient, 
the line tending towards a horizontal asymtote with increasing 
off shore distance. As expected, the model predicted southward 
setting currents over the inshore region corresponding to the 
shoreward rise towards the wave crest, Fig (52). (To obtain 
a better physical impression of the current structure, the 
non-dimensional N/S isotachs were scaled assuming an arbitary 
speed of 15 cm.s-' at the 180 m contour - corresponding to the 
position of ·mooring B) • Although the position of the current 
reversal was illustrated to lie well beyond the shelf break, the 
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sea surface slope levelled off fairly rapidly away from the coast, 
indicating that current measurements would be unlikely to detect 
southward flow much beyond 60 to 80 km. With only single moorings 
at each latitude, it was impossible to compare these aspects of the 
model with observation. However, a clear visual correlation, 
~ ' 
between longshore flow and the rise and fall of the sea surface 
elavation at the coast, was evident between the current record at 
mooring A and the filtered tide gauge measurements at Lamberts 
Bay (tide gauge records acquired from the Fisheries Development 
Corporation courtesy of B de Cuevas of UCT), Fig (53). Note the 
sudden rise in the coastal sea level during the period of strong 
southward flow centered on day 14, .and the fall during peak 
\ 
northward flow on days 29, 39 and 48. 
In applying the model to the west coast, it must be remembered 
that its validity (tentative as it may be) can only be assumed to 
hold in\the inshore waters, away from the baroclinic influence 
of oceanic front. At the front, perennial northward flow, in the 
form of a baroclinic jet, would tend to mask the off shore 
of the oceanic thermal front. Here, perennial northward flow, in 
the form of a baroclinic jet (Clowes 1954; Shannon 1966, 1985; 
Bang and Andrews 1974; Bang 1976), would tend to mask the off shore 
influence of the barotropic waves, with complex wave interactions 
resulting at their confluence. When the frontal jet is taken 
into consideration, a more realistic off shore current profile, 
might look like that shown in Fig (54a). This section, drawn from 
the results of a current profiling experiment, undertaken off Cape 
'Columbine in May 1983, depicts, what the author feels to be, a 
typical cross section of the longshore currents in that region, 
during the passage a barotropic shelf wave. At the coast, barotr-
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opic flow is observed, with highest current speeds inshore as 
prescribed by the model. Off shore, in the frontal region (see 
Fig 54b), baroclinic northward flow occurs, with the interface 
between the opposing flows rising up towards the coast. Interest-
ingly, the slope of the interface, in this example, is closely 
approximated by Margules equation for geostrophic flow. In the 
light of above section, it would appear, therefore, that the 
width of the southward flow, associated with barotropic shelf 
waves, would be limited off Cape Columbine to the distance off 
shore of the front, generally noted to be between 20 and 30 km 
(Shannon 1985). 
In Robinson's (1964) dynamical model of continental shelf 
waves, fluctuations in sea level were taken to be directly 
associated with changes in atmospheric pressure. On applying the 
model to both east and west coasts of Australia, Hamon (1966) 
found good correlation between sea surf ace variation and the 
passage of anticyclones across the coast. Subsequently, however, 
Adams and Buchwald (1969) showed that, in fact, wind stress 
formed the principal generating mechanism, and that the apparent 
correlation between sea level and atmospheric pressure occurred 
due to the direct correlation between atmospheric pressure and 
wind stress. Later, Gill and Schumann (1974) showed that a 
shallow Ekman divergence was, by itself, insufficient to generate 
shelf waves, since the verticai velocities induced within the. 
deeper lower layer could not create a significant change in 
relative vorticity - an essential requirement for shelf waves to 
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exist (Longuet Higgins 1968). In the presence of a coastal 
boundary, however, wh~re the onshore Ekman transport is physically 
obstructed, an off shore flux is necessary below to maintain 
continuity. Under this condition, Gill and Schumann (1974) showed 
that sufficient vorticity could be generated within the lower 
layers, thus providing one mechanism for shelf wave generation. 
(shelf waves may also occur where currents move over varying 
topography). Applied to the west. coast of southern Africa, 
it can, therefore, be expected that shelf waves might occur during 
sustained periods of northerly winds. Fig(SS) summerises the 
events during winter 1982, presenting a composite picture of the 
concurrent time series of atmospheric pressure, N'/S' wind speed, 
sea surface elevation (corrected for the inverse barometer 
effect) and the upper N/S current speed• at mooring-A. (To 
visually enhance the low frequency components, both wind and 
current time series were smoothed using the cosine-Lanczos 
filter described in Appendix XIX). 
The weather conditions prevailing thoughout the study period 
were typical of winter, with northerly winds, associated with the 
passage of cyclones and frontal systems, disrupting a background 
pattern of southerly winds in circulation around the South 
Atlantic High. At the coast, local wind variations were in 
evidence due to the land/sea breeze cycle and the southward 
movement of coastal lows spawned off Luderitz, Namibia. The 
coherence and phase analysis (Section 4.5) clearly depicted a 
marked functional relationship between the coastally trapped 
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waves and wind stress measured at the Stompneus Point weather 
station. Furthermore, the method of complex demodulation and 
inspection of the daily weather bulletins firmly established a 
real time correlation between .the shelf waves and northerly winds 
occasioned by approaching cold fronts. As such, it is perhaps 
fair to conclude that shelf waves are probably a perennial 
feature in the west coast shelf dynamics, reaching maximum 
expression in winter when frontal systems are most energetic at 
sub-tropical latitudes. The average period with which the frontal 
systems brush the continent is frequently quoted, from Prest-
on-whyte and Tyson {1973), to be between 3 and 6 days. Brief 
observations of weather station data collected by the Sea Fisheries 
Reseach Institute (unpublished data), however, suggest that 3 to 
10 days might be a more general estimate, thus indicating the 
occurrence of shelf waves within the study area on a similar time 
scale. 
The phase relationship between currents and wind stress 
(Section 4.5) showed that shelf waves in the study area moved ahead 
of the winds by about 5 hours. As such, this placed the minimum 
generation point about 100 km north of mooring A. In considering 
the spatial scales associated with the frontal systems involved, 
it is probably more reasonable to expect the source, or sources,. 
of wave generation to lie considerably further north than this. In 
fact, sea level records collected during October 1983, show 
southward propagating waves travelling from Walvis Bay on the 
west coast of Namibia to Gansbaai on the south coast of South 
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Africa (Brundrit et al 1984). In addition, Hagen (1985) has 
reported evidence of barotropic shelf waves having a 5 day period 
at latitude 20.5 S. Consequently, these observations indicate 
that shelf waves along the west coast are likely to have spatial 
scales concomitant with that of the driving weather systems. 
The close correlation observed between synoptic weather 
events and coastal currents on sub-inertial time scales provides 
hope for a future model of a wind driven coastal circulation for 
the west coast of South Africa. To date, a number of models have 
been developed and used to describe some of the important current 
features apparent in the Bengela Current system (Van Foreest and 
Brundrit, 1982, 1983a, 1983b, 1985). Considering the results 
of the present work, it would seem resonable to suppose that a 
more sophisticated model may be evolved in the future to accommo-
date shelf waves in the near shore region during periods of 
northerly winds. Before this can be properly considered, however, 
much work has to be done to improve our understanding of how 
shelf waves are generated in the region and to what extent they 
can be described by contemporary modelling techniques. 
5.6 Fulfilment of research objectives. 
The -study objectives set out at the beginning of this work 
were to determine the important time and spatial scales in the 
coastal currents within the st Helena Bay - Cape Columbine region 
during winter 1982 and, in addition, to investigate the response 
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of the lower water column to synoptic scale weather events. Using 
time series analysis techniques·, three important time scale were 
established, these relating to the semi-diurnal tides, inertial 
motions and the southward propagation of barotropic shelf waves, 
having a period of about 5 to 6 days. Although the shelf wave 
properties were fairly well descibed, due to their large vertical 
and horizontal coherence, insufficient data precluded the separa-
tion of the barotropic and baroclinic tidal components, leaving a 
fuller description of their characteristics for future study. A 
proper description of the vertical structure of the tides and 
inertial motions was also negated by the lack of data in the 
upper water column. 
Spatial scales were examined using vector coherence and 
phase analysis. Good horizontal coherence between the outer 
mooring was established at the shelf wave frequency, thereby 
acknowledging a minimum spatial scale of 100 km • Evidence from 
other s9urces in the literature, however, indicated that these 
waves probably have a spatial scale of hundreds to a few thousand 
km. At the inertial and semi-diurnal tidal frequencies, good 
vertical coherence occurred at mooring A, but was otherwise less 
obvious further south at mooring B and c. 
In seeking linkages between synopic weather events and 
currents, the study revealed a statistically significant correla-
tion between currents, asociated with propagating shelf wave, and 
the northerly winds that precede the passage of cold fronts. Con-
sequently a fairly convincing point to emerge from the study 
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was that shelf waves could be considered to be a consistent feature 
of the west coast oceanography, with greatest expression in 
winter, when the procession of atmospheric fronts stretch far 
into the sub-tropical latitudes '(Nelson and Hutchings 1983). 
Future work. 
The current meter experiment in 1982 identifed three important 
time scales in the coastal currents. A detailed description of 
the individual flow characteristics, however, was restricted due 
.to the inadequacies of the data. Consequently, several areas for 
further research can be identified to improve our knowledge of 
the system. Areas on which future work will focus are: 
a) The semi-diurnal tides. Further measurement are required to 
separate the barotropic and baroclinic components, so that the 
vertical structure of the internal tides can be fully described. To 
achieve this aim, current measurements will need to be obtained 
at a large number of depths at selected sites. Inherent in 
any description of internal tides, of course, is a sound knowledge 
of the vertical temperature structure. Here, clearly, is an area 
that will need to be persued in tandum with curent measurements. 
b) Inertial motions. Inertial, or more appropriately 'near 
inertial' motions, are generated within the Ekman surface layer 
in response to the wind (Gill 1982). studies elsewhere have shown 
that good correspondence, between wind and inertial currents, can 
be achieved using a simple modelling technique. To apply this to 
the st Helena Bay region, current data are required in the 









with good cosine response in order to eliminate possible contami-
nation from .surface wave motion. 
During 1982, it was established that near inertial motions 
were able to propagate downwards and contribute to the turbulent 
production rate in the bottom boundary layer. This feature needs 
to be examined in greater detail in order to assess the biological 
and chemical consequences. Near bottom current measurement within 
St Helena Bay are, therefore, imperative to this reaseach, as too 
is the need to employ alternatives to the convensional method 
of spectral analysis, such as MEM or MLM, in order to better 
resolve near inertial motions. 
c) Shelf waves. The dominant contribution by barotropic shelf 
waves to the winter 1982 current meter records calls for further 
examination of these phenomenon to discover their full importance 
to the dynamics of the region and their consequences for the west 
coast fishery. Certain immediate questions need to be addressed. 
1. What is the variability in the time scale for these waves? 
Is 5 to 6 Days a typical estimate, or should we think more 
loosely in terms of a couple of days to a few weeks between events? 
2. What are the typical spatial scales in the longshore and off 
shore currents, and where are these waves generated? 
3. Can an working functional relationship be established 
between the local winds and the southward shelf wave currents in 
St Helena Bay, thus forming the basis for a simple predictive 
model for the longshore circulation? 
Some headway towards tackling a number of the above issues 
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has already commenced. In December 1982, the Cape Columbine 
mooring was replaced, and has been continually updated up to the 
present time. Until March 1983, moorings remained in position for 
only 3 months. Subsequently, moorings were deployed on a 6 
monthly replacement basis, returning data throughout both summer 
and winter periods. During summer 1984 two accompanying moorings, 
each carrying two current meters were deployed at shallow positions 
(110 m isobath) off Elands Bay and Island Point to re-examine the 
spatial coherence in the longshore flow over an extended northern 
coastal region. In addition, the siting of the coastal weather 
station on the Cape Columbine peninsula was moved from Stompneus 
Point, in the lee of the headland, to Cape Columbine where it is 
hoped that better representation of the marine wind field will be 
obtained. Although, so far, this data ·has yet to be properly 
analysed, preliminary findings look encouraging, with barotrpic' 
wave-like perturbations having been detected in both summer and 
winter seasons. 
With reference to tidal and. inertial motions, a single 
mooring supporting 4 acoustic current meters was put into service 
west of Elands Bay in October 1984 to examine the vertical 
structure of these two important processes. Data from this 
experiment remains to be analysised. 
In conclusion, therefore, data collected during winter 1982 
showed the st Helena Bay - Cape Columbine area to be dynamic 
region, characterised by local and remotely forced physical 
processes, each playing an important role in determining the 
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environmental habitat for resident and itinerant biological 
species. In identifying the. important processes, the direction of 
future studies in the area has become much clearer, and a numbe~ 
of subsequent experiments have already begun to look at some of 
the individual processes in detail. With parallel work ongoing 
off the Cape Peninsula, and with future current metering studies 
planned further north at sites extending as far as the Walvis 
Ridge, a comprehensive description of the coastal currents along 
the west coast of South Africa is, therefore, envisaged for the 
not too distant future. Armed with this information, physical and 
biological oceanographers can look forward to gaining a better 
insight into some of the complex movements and variations in the 
pelagic stocks which collectively comprise one of South Africa's 
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A small suite of computer programs, written in Fortran 5, 
were produced to apply filtering and spectral analysis techniques 
to wind and current measurements. These programs and their 
operations are charted pelow. 
Raw data 
LANCZOS I DT~ND __________ · 1 
calculates weights!n! linearly detrendsli 
for the cosine- I input data j 
Lanczos filter j . 
t _ ___._f _ 
RFUNCT 
produces response 
function for above 
filter 
! FILDATAl : ~ I FILDATA2 
j low pass filters ;~ high pass filters 
i detrended data detrended data 
I ; 
.... ··-- -·-·--... - ..... ,__J ---- ---·-· ·----~ 
'\, 
Filtered and \ 
detrended data 
Programs listed above are presented in Appendices I to V . 











·r-1 I :~. ··.· r~· ! . ~:;:.·.~ ;- .::: .i; .-_:. . 1: '.:. ~ ·. :·~ .. '..'.···,I:·'. -f. i 'f:.; \\1 ~::· j .: .. ; '.-; 1. 
._·.c;·:: ~.n(~--i ___ .~::;-,czc:;:~ -f j_ l ti::.\r .. 
Number of weights in one wing plus ~ne enfer~~­
~~'-=::c:F.F'.T 11 t~ .. 11_Jr .. ·1E:EF\'. CjF V.!E I f3!-·1T~; ::::; !! r; t··1 
. r . .... ·-<. :· .:, 
Fr c:=ci Lt-:.=::·n c y c; f t !-·t t-:.~ J. / 4 p C::i~ .. ~i=.·r F' C) i. n t 1=:.·n t ;::_~r 0~- d J. n \t~./.::: u. j ·:~ t ·=::." 
Ac:c:;r::.F·-r :i 1~:._1r:::F~TEh'. F'1]V.!EFi r.:c' J 1\1-r :·::: '''.Ir-=-
J CJ ~5 C1 t:~: =: :!. ; r"~ 
T!<=-;;t) .. 5-~: ( 1.-I-C:c·1f:: (~~ .. 1 ·:·~:i :_::.i·7·1 ·t-~<_/b··1:·::) 
This routine complete~ 
r~1J 3<)C: t<=i) ') r-~ 
TK=0.5*(1+COS(3.14159*K/M)) 
IF CK.GT.0) GO TO 200 
?ii/---·l 









; - (. ·:. :·· 
-;-: . ·_:-:· r ·=~··:. r: i:;r .. 1 ~;1.:2· -f L ~r~ ·.~ t :i. ( .n i. ·:::: c!!~·:.· -~ j_: -c d t.)"/E-:·~-- t ·1·; t · -r ! · c·1.~ !_tc·n c.: y· r· ::· r-! ~~ t-· 
(· i.e. ~-=-·1/r.:._ ~\:~-~~_,;·~:? :-) .~.·::: t.'·i .. , .i:·i:.::·c:-~·:·.:·'"· \':·?_:::..::c··. 
c~r-·E1-.1 ·:::: ~ Hf~~:·sF·r:.~1--t2~::: H 
DJ~~N~ION A'0~500l 
w2~ghts generated 
DO ~=_:') I :::"0; N-· 1. 
F:i:::AD < ·l ~ 40) t..,1 
{:i ( I ) =~:..J 
40 FORMAT tF11.2' 
5() CC;!\!7 ! ~i-~LI[: 
F' r cio t' ,::-..m 
r"' " i . ;L 
F i 1 t: er r E'.·:1 ·:.~- p C) r) = e i :::. c: E:"t }. ::.-: u. } .:;i. t E: c; Ci 'l r.-:.= ~-- t !··: ;;:;.· r €·:? c~ u. s:· ==· t c .. : cl r .::1. n ~::3 t:: ;: 
L1 C) 1 ~)CJ I ==C1 'j 2(« 
:::~ i_~ ~T1 ~-:: ~) 
AP= ( T*·M) / \:20:.:-L) 
DD BO J = 1 ? t\!- 1 
WRITE C2,90' ICOUNT,CC 
90 FORMAT (!5,2X,F8.5) 









1- \/r:· ~~ J ! ( 2) -1 E: '.·:1 F1 L:: :=:.: ,:·~ 'T LJ f> t~ I! 
T\:r:-r:;: '1 :' ~~) • ~',!!JF:;.:·r:-··i~ .. Jr~i~~r1 :::::~= 1 E~~~c~ c:c.1~<i:->iJ!\lE1._1T 1 ' 
T'·-{:.:·E II ( s) :~:;F'EE?.[11 ' 
·r .. /r=·E 11 ( (~,) L1 I F'.t~C:T I C'.!\l 1 1 
JF 'K.EQ.7) N=lO 
t;c.c:t.F=1 T ·· t-...!tJ~1E{E:F'. c;F r.~.'.E::c CJF:r!~: T rJ r-~t:~ F;~t::;.:. r:;·? 1' 1 L_F:;'. 
F'f::::=F~E.t·:~-- ( l .. r.:;~ ~= 
::ii:i :2:0 I::.:~- 1 L..F'. 
r~EP·i[1 r::-r.:-\:E~t~ ( )_ 'i E'~\~I)::::::?s > { r::·r:::r~. ( .. J) '· .J::::: :I. "·7 ! 
RDATACI)=PARCK)/N 
:2C' C:[,;\!: I !·.Ji . .!E~ 
25 DO 150 I=l.LR 
SUM=SUM+RDATAC~) 
AMEPNT=REAL((LR+1)/2.) 
T)C1 ::2:)(; T === 1 ~ L.. r;· 
AA=!*RDATACil+AA 
I)C! :2 ~-5 ~) T. ::::: l 7 L.. r-~'. 
cs~RDATACl)-(GRAD*J+CONST) 
7<) ~7 CJM';T~\~::-; ( J5".! :;;::/ ,., F:~·:•n 2) 









·.~· :r . -:t: : '.!· 
C;~:::hl :~ :1 L.FIL.Th· 1! 
CJF'E!··.: 3, \ 1 ~!~:i~:··.Tt1 1 ' 
; I . 
• ! ·:. 
;-.. 
1' 
,· ! ( : ~: l_ 
r:~c:ct::~1 T 1'!\iu.rnbE:r ci-f -f-i 1. t:r=.1 r ~!-:·~-:-~isht:~~ iTi cJnc=· ~~Jir-·s:.-::-:' 1 ':i I.~1~.i 
{:-;cc·EF'T 1!Lt-2n:=:tt·1 c:·f rf::::cc:n-·d=-:! 1 , L_F~ 
[•'} hC' :;: ='" 1 ,, LP 
READ '1,50) NUMB,PAR 
50 FDRMPT'!5,2X.F6.2) 
70 DD 200 ~=l, !W 
RE{:,I) < 2 ~ 1 C1i)) P.1F· 
{:~FIL TF.: ( I ) :::.AF--
100 FORMAT CF11.8l 
GO 500 ~=0, CLR-IMW+ll 
It~= I~~+ 1. 
BB=ADATA<J)*AFILTRCMD) 
-.1·· . .--1 
·:::•.• !'-·' 
.':; 
l. I • '", ; ~ -, ••• .. 
c 
c 
r .... · 
c 
Appendix V 
' "•-' . ~· .:... .::: . .. ;. ,}.- . ·:,· ~ .... -~ · .. \ ....... ;.- ~· ,, 
r-:- :r l .. [\ -~~ -;- P1 ~? ·.:. u. t.1 '!.- ! "' .:-.: c. ·!. ·:'.::. !·: ! -: 1:- :.·· .: .i t ·.::: 1 • C· : .. : ::.~ . .-: .. I.. ··:::. r- t" (.~ ·. :; ' .. : . ~ c-·· r·~ L· \' r J L r~ (;. T :-; ·: 
-frr.:.1if~ J~J11-:~' c:1r· i~::! in~·-: 1 dc-tri:·~·:·:· d;~·::·d t irnc·: ~:)(~.:<;··' ir.:..::·-.:::-:. ! .. h: ~= h:~=~·:~-~~ thi;; .. ~ =~::.·-~-'.:€·=··--·!~ .. 
···.1 -i ! ·: ; :::: ~·1 r:· .::..._ ·=:: '.:.:;: ·f J "" t· c:.: , .... :i n ~~! · ·'.~. r- .. j c::. ci .:·::--, t :'J , 
r:: c~ c: r.~ t=· : .. ! • i·· .. J 1 __ : 1·1 E: c:: F: c '. F. F~ 1 t:·~ c~ c; t-\· I)"::: 1 i"~ c.1 F: I c.~ I !) r.. .. t t .. ·r I 1·..-1 E ~: ~~ :-~: I E~ ~; ::::: 1 ! , : 1·-~ 
r:) c:: ~ ;- ~-- T. ; 1 ~-·l () 1 .... ,~ c-j -:·::·, n \' -f i. 1 t: (·~-: r t 1·J E·~ i ::,::i h t ·;;; t.t ~:::. t:·? d i n F I L_ f:1 ('.·; -r r~ l ·? 11 , I t.1,1 
IJC; 5(~ I=== 1 7 I l\! 
46 FORMAT<I5i2X,F6.2) 
f;'.[){~·TA (I) :::::F,t'iF.'. 
IF'== I ;\J-- ( ~,".-J::· I l.iJ) +:? 
-;-y:::·::: IF' 
100 DO ?00 I=l, IP 
80 FORMAT<I5,2X,F6.2) 
:··fj .".:'-OC< .J::: 1 , IP 
SUMC!)=RDATACJ~IW-1>-DDATA(J) 
WRITEC1,90) ICOUNT 5 SUM(J) 
90 FORMATCI5~2X,F6.2) 
3<)(t CCt!\·1T I !'-iL!E 
Appendix VI 
The 95% confidence limit for phase spectra taken from Jenkins and 
Watts (1972), page 381. 
confidence band (degrees 1 
(degrees of freedom) 
95/o confidence limits for the phase spectrum 
• 
The following Fortran programs form the basis elements in the 












estimates the . · 
acf and acvf 
1 
·--·~ 1-------------
............ XCORR ."l estimates the 









ellipse orientation, 1 ___ 
stability and 
ellipticity 
~~EC . . I 






spectra from the 








Prof orms an 
arctanh 
transformation 
on the vector 
coherence .spectra 








'•. - ._, :- :--·. . . .i. •• -· ~· : :· .:-. .. '· 
:"•t 
i.:··.· 
DAT~ IN ~!~E TRDATA IS REA~ INTO ~S~0V AR 
1.00 C!J!'Hih1UE 
Jr-~r.:::t.~":: d-::1.t.2\ J-::. ciE.:·c~~cjc:l: . ..1.1.::::.ted 
f:'~c·r::c1 -r 11 !. !--~F·tJT I)t-:1··,,JCJI): __ li, __ (:i-r I [if\! FF-~E:Jl..JEt·-.;~:: .. { ( c: F' h ~· 11 , ct:~~[! 
IF (~.LT.PP!) G~TO 120 
120 BR~AR(l)*CDSCF) 
CR=-ARCl)*SINCF) 










.,- ·: ....,. :· . :-.:, . ·4". ·'/ ' 
·.: .. 
o:~~NSlDN DDATA(4000' ,S~UMC0:1000' 
~~!~···F!\: ·: .. "rr1<:-;·Tr~ 1: 
r:;r-:·r-_:··-~:::: :; tt CC1\}(::i=-.'. !! 
;::r·~\~~~; ~ ' 1 P.·il ... ! Tf~ 'j 
f-l f) [i :::· {) 
,. : ..... :: . ;,: "!···;-: 
c !\li_~_f"!\tJ !.?r Ci-f r E1 C :::i:~- d·:.:;. t c~ t) c• r··· 1?2 -=~- d in p u. t -fr c1n ~~-c: ~ ... ~:·c-:::r-, fl T n F-' t.~ i:. d.;~. t .:::. 
V-.1 1·- i t:-l.:12!; tc::: .::_-:i_:-·1··2.::,.t I)[){~.Tr:1 
P1cc~-:::--·1· ,. r--~iJr·1tBER cJF F:E::c:1]F.:L)~~~ == 11 11 LF~ 
[)C! 5<) I:::: l " l_F~: · 
REA2<1i 10) COUNT, FA 
lO FORMATC!5,2X,F6.2) 
[1[1;·i·TA (I> =F'f-l 
r· Ths mea0 is estimated 
ADD=ADD+DDATACJ) 
.75 C;Ot·~J-r I f\itJE 
r 
·-~· 
The window lag is entered from screen. 
(:1CCEF'T "LAG= II 'L 
J:)!J :'.()c) I::;::<) lj L.. 
DO 100 J::::J; L.P-·I 
SUM=SUM+CDDATACJ)-AMN)*CDDATACJ+I>-AMN' 
1 !)<) C:Ot'-~T 1 !\iiJE 
SE\i_!!'1 ~I! =f:.~!..Jtv!/ ( L_F~) 
The 3uto correlation is es~imated 





~: :._1 iv~ -::=- ~) 
3(H) C~[i{°··_iT I f-..J!JE:. 
I 
L 




'r: { ' ... . .~: .'·· '"/ 
'·- ; I ;·, 
~:·.~:r·r-C'I:'·~=·l.J r·r··:·1c~uc·::.:··::. -t.J·,i" .... ~~: ... ~ 1·~~··: 1 ·:·~·~·t j c «F·C,~··! 1 ·.~t ·, E:nd ~ ·~-:-i:--.-: -}i.-. l thr:··= :-~ 
( F'CYl~JF~:7· ) ::. F .. c:. ct. r .:'. 1 ::• -=~· ~. ~. rr1e. ·t~· C' ~:·. !·::· \.. t l'"' ;:1 r·1 -::::. --~ c .. r· n·1 i n '.-~ t \ .. , .. : c 1: i ··./ ~:· r :'. t::·:·~·i c. 1:7.' 
10 
:rn -!_;I··,.,., ... · '. ;--. : .. ... i.' c·l.-t-·· 
DI~E~SJON ARAYC0:1000) ~covr1000> 
SC;!__!M~-""r~· 
OPEt'-1 ~- 1 "~:\UTO" 
o:::·i:::r·r::., "i::·rn·JR l " 
cir·t~I\'.l! lj ' 1 F'OVJR2tt 
F'I==-::-.• 1.li15.::~· 
The 129 window is s8lected. 
Tukey window typ2 1. 
Par2en wincicw type 
" 
.-; H .. :: 
TY':'E" ~~;-, '.: 2t" .:;;.r1 ;;::.:·-.j;;::.:n ;·-: • __ ,_::ib '"'t" -Fen-· 1..: he l. .=.,\:=:'. \'.1 ~- ···, i;:!:::-:1.·•" 
Af~i=E~1 T l! l'"i= II '; j'~1 
IF (I Z - !. ) t (), 2C1 'I ::.(·\ 
20 DO ~0 I=O,M 
AP?Y/ ( 1 ) == ( l +COS ( < I 'Jl-F' I ) IM) ;. I '2 
so cmn I '"L'E 
GOTO 1(H) 
30 DO 70 !=O,M/2 
r:c::.-.-.:; -· ~ I~'"=· 1 . {)) / r··'i 
The number of evalu2tions (Q) in the i~tcrv~! ~ tc 0.6PI/Q 
r· 
~-· 
c a~-·;?.: (\',-· i ttE~n tcJ ~3c~1-·>::..·t:2n 100 T'{F·E" T~··. t:' ·:::? ec tr E\ 1 or d :i. n.:::". te~ .:::J-· t::' c .::'\ 1c:u.3 .. ::,•. t ;;::. C. ov,.:=.·r" 1:. nf.:.· r a.r·•:3 t:· 
11 
T\ ·~=·~ 11 ·:~' t; C! C1 11 .6J:'' I .e. t t~ i r: t E·:·-· v a. 1 ~? 
11 
c 
T~·1 c· ~:: c:-. pr c;p r j .:::. ti:~:- J. .::~.s ~ .. ·J :!. n ;:)C)V.J i ·;; S(·? 1 ec ti-:.:.:. d 
:v;:>~ "T·=· tr 2.r:s-f G•-·ff1 . th c c:ov0:<.r i 2.nc.:: fu.nc ti on typS! :\." 
The smoothed spect~al estimates are now produced. 
32 DO 120 K=O.~ 
PEAD(2,40) INUM.PP 
40 r~RM~TCI5.2Y,r11.3) 
C:-CJ\} q;:: I = FF' 
120 CCltH I NUE 
GOTC::; j2·'1-






r;·r:,·· .. n r i, 110) J~'-11_11·1 ,·,.·:. 
C("j'.· 1:~·-:> :: .. ~:"F 
:1 :::::::: cm!T J t,!l_IE 
1 '.? l'i -,-r: :;·:::'.,?-;;.PI 
·~ r-,r;.;· 
J .•• c . .._i 
DD -:0.00 I ::-0, LC~ 
)·Cl :?0(1 J:::: i ., 1··1 
F· 1. I!\! c:· ( F' 1: ·ii T .;ci J ·!! (i • ~:: \ / LC! 
IF- (j!_il\l,. L[. ·;-r::·I) 1:;n·ro J ::''.:/~ 
F! __ !!\!:::F'.1!-1-Jt·JT 1r.:·1_1t•J.nr::·;:) ·!'·T::::·T 
r.:: !) ~::i -==- ~:~ tJ r-... \ 
~N[T~~ARAYCJ>~COV(J)*CCPCANG) 
TDT(-:1L":(-:1B<.::; ( TCJTf21L) 
IF CTOTAL.LE.il TOTAL=l 
TOTAL:ALOG10CTOTAL) 
I c~JUNT::::: I 
~'JF\T TE! 3 .. 1 1 ~iO) I CDUl':T, TCT(iL 
150 FORMATCI5,2X 1 F11.3) 
t\'.F'. I TE ( f.1. i j_ ~:set) I c:c;1__11···.i~··:; .. r-r {.:;LH 
S~~=:UH=O 












·~ .· .· . ~ -~ ~: f. 
·:· F .. .: -~· 
., . 
,. ·': !·1 e i·.i '::~- -· F=- /ld 
. · .. 
c •::=er d :. •·: "''· t "'' -:-: /"" t ::~ ~1: ·::,. h 1;: · .. 1. } -~: L '.':' ! .. u +.: D. ·I~ c:".~1 t c• b ,_,_. s: i; d :. ·:; r: l ,:i. y 
t !· .. ,.:-:- t ·i ''.iC:: o:·C 1·' J .·:"::· c: ·:, 1;: ! .... :.:·'··, t-_:,;. !_: ~'-! .' th ·ft' ·.:c· •::i '·'· c :--: , ... ::' f , ..,.. h :.: '.'.~ l J. i. f'.' t i '.·: ; t-y· 
::·· n j r~· j_ J j ;:: -:~ <::. -:~ t .~;.. l : :. ~ :. 1~ ~.' -~· :"·· 1~·~ i:"'. } ·~:; :.::' ci 1;.? t f;::: ,.-. ~n i n c-:· .:~i • 
F" ~:~ r- c ~:.fl. ! M 1:.:- ::: ~-· . ._ ... : :: i. ·:: () r :; .-.: :·~1 t .:· i.. ::. f~~ r; '! V-J :. t.- h t ~-; ·::::· t- -::! r" Ci t .=-. t- i. r I:::.~ 
c: 1 cc\-.: :1J i -:;:: ~,,.. "'" t:. 01 .. .1.-!..: ~: l·11;:' O y .::. :< i '.::: j ~::rE.::cr1 c··=·; u ·"' 1 ''· th E' ·=" u t ::.i~:: p i::::c tr-"'· 
1 G !.: h E· ·=· './ ,-; :i. ~ .. c (. ~~ -~ .:J , .. , :': :·: c1 ~~: F' ~:: c [: c Ci I.. I E. ). ~::. t !··1 ::·'.· .;) 1.J t (.} ·::. ;::· c~ c -~ , ., .;:; :i l'l ·:;: ! ., e 
[}~:. di1···t.:c:tic·r::: 
CJF1 Et,~:?, '1 ~:.F·r~c:~·1 I! 
lJF'Ei··~:~ ~ 11 E;F=·Ec;z_.: 11 
[1F·Er-·.1Ll, It ;.,1\~C:iL.E II 
DF'Ens, 11 ELL It=·~::''. 
DFENb, 11 STf::IL. 11 
f.)f'[:!\7 I; t!Q!,J{:;[:i 11 
F'.Er:1D ( i 1.: l (:i ::- r {:;;" c:E:~'EC~ 
READC2,10) IP,SPA 
F=:Er~J.) (3,; J.(:1 ) It:-: ::::;F'F~ 
!I ',1 L .. F'. 
The ellipse orientation is now estimated. 
QUDT=AES<TOP/BOTTOM} 
THETACI>=0.5+ATANCQU0T) 
JF (TOP.GT,0 .. AND.B~TTOM.GT.0.) DEG=90-DEG 
IF CTOP.GT.O .. AND.8Q~T~M.LT.0.) DEG=DEG 
IF { TC)F'., !._·"T. ;:) .... P-:!\~))" E!C)'TLJt·'l.. L_ T. ~) .. ) f.)~:CJ= 1 f:::()-[:.Ef3 
!F CTOP.LT.0. ,AND.BOTTOM.GT.0.) DEG=90+DEG 
The ellipticity is now estimated. 
ELIPS=l-ABSC-2*QU/(S~A+SPB)) 
The Pllipse st2bi!~t~ i~ now estin1ated. 
STB=(SPA+SPB)**2-4*!SPO*SPB-CSPEC**2) 
STB~3TB/( 1 SP~+SPB)**~-4*COU**2l' 
STB=SQRT(ABS(STB>' 
:}iF' ! TE <. L\· 0 ~- 1::· I I CCJi..JNT? DEP 
















r· , __ .
Appendix XI 
. i. ·:..:- •'4' .. '1' ~ ·,.. .... ... •• ••• :'."! ·'. .... - .> .• : ·t· :'· .• ' ;,;, ~ ' 4 ··' ~ .:; • . 4, 
F·.'. 1~F·~:~c· ·:·c1r:··r;utr::::.: ~ ... ,::.·:~-.:~_i··~~ ... -: .. ;'~~·(. t. 1 ··~·}} F .. :·:-·1. i;·;!.:.::··t~ ~ -r~::·-:-·· ~'\:inc7 .:::::,~--: 
:~ ·--~ r ~ ... t~ r~, t \/ ::.~ c ~~ c· ,.-. t j_ ;-~1 ,::-. '-::· i:::: i···. ~- E-~ ~~ • I n p 1 • .!. t d .~-:'. i..: ;;\ ~::i. r t-.:i ~.: h i::~· -i.--~. u. t c 
C:i:·~:J~ 2 =i n T!=.:{1!\~f:,::~. l! 
CiF'E:r .. j ~~ t, ,, QLJt:;J) '' 
cF·::::N 4. "f.::r-n I ii 
[IF'EN 5 I II CL.DC!< II 
C::1f-'Et'i 7 ~ II TCJT(::1L II 
cir.·t:u 8 1 "t:;F,:TH(i" 
c.n::=Et'~ 9 i: "(:1F\l-~1C" 
DIMENSION ASERC0:1000l,BSERC0:1000l,QUCO: 1000) 
F:E r!r1 ( 2 ~· sc:i :l T CiJ:~JT:::-. f:.,[:i 
t::;s·EF: (I ) =P1E-: 
READ '.3 1 50) ICO~T3~AC 
CPJ (I ! ==?'~C~: 
1 c)t) c:cJr~!T rr·JL!E 
The ~nticlockwise and clockwise rotary components are 
nc:iv"' cc:rnpu.tc,d.1 
I)O 2~)(:· I ::-.:C1 , i_F: 
SUM=(ASERCI)+BSERCJ)) 
AN=C2UM+C2*0UC1)))*0.5 
CL_= ( ~::_i~ .. ·:-- ( ::2·~·GJJ...l ( I ) ) ) ·f~t) .. ~-; 
L;.JS'.ITE (8~ 5Ci~! 
L\tF.r I ~E { s·:. ~;~)) 
I ~ \ ~:··:?\J ,, 1_ E ;; 1. ) 
IF < C~ ... LF" 1 ;. 
T!_::,,{.~'-~-'-CL 
T r-·! 
1. 'J , _ ,_ 
TOTAL=ALOG10CTL' 




50 FORMAT 1 I5,2X,F11.3> 










C! :=·=:r'.: l. 1 "Tc:: f.-'!i\! t_~ 1 " 
CJi::.-EI'-.' ::? ,, 11 ·rr::·t~i\~~:::2 11 
C~t=·f.i·~ 3, 11 Fl_l __ I~~; 11 
:JF=-E:\f /1 ~ !! ;--·:I t-~!i.J~3 'i 
iJr··Er\1 s ., 11 cc~!.../?='Lt_1~; !I 
C:F·Et'~ ,~ .. t! C:C1 1v 1t·"i T r\tLI'.3 ti 
SUt·"'.=TTL.:o;() 
...... :_· .... }:- .· .. : 
l)c\t.3 ir1 ·f i 1.::-~s 1·f~~r.-1t'-!Sl a.ncl -rF~:P:t\~'.::~2 .::i.r1::- rr.:0c~ci into e.rr--,::~y'·::: 
r1s::=.:F\ <;;_r-: cl BSER" 
iC·iC::CEF'T"Er-,tf:•t' the i--··:·:.•c:c:ircl 1E·ngtr-:", L.~( 
I)Ct St) I== 1 "~ t_f;: 
READ Cl,10) JCOUNT 1 A0 
RFAD (2, 10) JCOUNT.BB 
10 FORMATCI5,2X.F6.2) 
P:E~EF,: ( I ) =.:{:~~~ 





i !! 1 
!.__, o; L." 
The means cf the two series are now computed. 
DO 150 I=:::i ~LR 
f.:UM=E;!JM+At:EF: ( I ) 
TTL=TTL_+P:3EF: (I) 
150 CC\lT I r·JUE 
c:::·1'-.)S~={1SEF~ (I) -Ar~·1r~-) ~­
E-!t.Jq=E:SEF'. ( I ·~ -1~~r~-;~\!2 
[;l~t'!=::::U!·i+P1\/F: 
r-rL=T'TL. ·+ f::\...'h: 
1 7t) CC:!\JT I r~)LJE 
\,J{',f-::1 ::::S 1.JM/LR 
l.Jf=iF'.:"=TTL. / L..r::~ 
E~LJ!~==T TL. ==C! 
F\[;JT::-.::\J.0ii=i'. 1-:>i·tHiR2 
F11Jf]T=::SGJF:T ( h:CHJT ~· 
The ccvf is now computed. 
DC 30C I =O .• L. 
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1 f::C'U!'Jl '·I 
ld~~: 1. Tr.::-· (~I :1 :?:~') I C.~CJ!Ji"'rr ... :.-~~L~.~·r'f~.·:~· ~ ··-. ~­
i .. :t;:;; I Tr::: r 1:.;, ;;::::;;:1 i c:;c:n..nn, n'1 ... 
.. - ~' ~ ;" - . 
'~· 
-rh .:::· c :..: ·-/ ~= i ~:~~ c:J i \/ :i. cl E· i:3 t:J. r' t l·i :;:.· ~: C'i u .. :::. t'1 t.:1 v· ·:JC) t: J:::, ·f t 1 ··1 C·';' p ,~ (] clu.c: t: C} ·r 
~he v2~i2~ces to ~1ve the ccf. 
~::;~.:-r,1 ;'~ :3~J;-·; /. r:~1]C) T 
Tt·'·- --'"TTL/ F<'Ui~\T 
W~TT~C3,?2) !COUNT 1 SU~ 
WRITE(4 1 22l ICOUNT,TTL 
F=-~"JF:~--;_!.:T (I 5 ~, ~'.X, F :L :i. ;- ·-·' :-















)~ 1~· r.:· £·: [ --· P· CC' Cti F' U. t: 1~?' ·~:: ·:. j ··: 17 :· C .:._, ····· :::, F· i:::· C t: t·· LI. :Tl ~·::'. r-i ( J t. ! ·1 Cf.' Cj U. -~- ci ! ·. ;. ·,_ t ; _ _,t, 1 ·· t ... ·'." 
~.~P '"::- ~- t l- !_ :. rr: t.i. ·:~; i r-~ ~~) i:: h C·~ 1::: C: \/ Jf f::i C:. ·'~· (--;.·!-· r.1 i :1 r; tl 1 ·.i y· '/ C:C:F<F'. ,. S ;:.:. C?C t f ·~ C··. 
31-::--:· r't' 1 ::·:--di.t•:_ 1:··:·d (;\'c_:i1- th~;: -r~-,:-:·~;u.t:.-':"1··~)· .. 1·--.-:·,.:1·,:Ji"7 {)::··-:-<r:·:, ~~ i::-r)h" 
I:' I ~·!F.t . J:~. ! ::i...._; t=·:·:~·:F.1 7 ( C1 ~ :i ·~!Ci( 1 ) .. F='L_ ( (·· ~ :t i)(1:)) ~ (\!\~i T <" C· :: 1 C1 ,.~·-·~·· ·:· 
[i::7'Ei\1 ! ti fl C'iJt .. )~-='t_!_ .. '.::;:: !I 
c1r1 r~r..: :: ,., !! c~C!t .. )r .. ·1:rr·-JL~::.:-: 11 
OF'Ei\1 3 i; !! c:c: 11 
c~c·Ei) .q. I_ H c::L!P: [!ii 
r-~ I :::: 3 .. ~ 11. ~ .. 5 S' 
I r1pt: t -f i 1 ~?!=~ ~~re re.· a. c:1 i. n -!.:; CJ .:.-l.r~ r c\y':;;. Fl_ .3r1 d r.:1r .. 1 I ~ 
{~jcc:EF'T t? Ent (~~t'\ IT::;:.::< i =-~··1•.J rn l. .;?. ~.".1 c.1-f t. h E:·:1 cc ·f 11 t; L. Fi 
f)O 1 (:. I ==(1 5 L.F'. 
FORM~TCI5 1 2X,F11.3) 






20 C:lJ!",!T I NL1E 
Weights for the Pa~zen windo~ are now computed. 
i"!=LF'. 
DO 5<) I==C;,r·.-1/2 
DO 1~~ I=lM/2+1l ,M 
Tt~e su.~::icJ i.:: i c.:n ~.; i:.7:r rn -f c:~··'" t: t-1 E~ c C)-·?.::.p i_::~ ct: r u.:r1 }. ~· n CJ~-·~ e:\/ C\ 1 u.c:·. t: e-~ d 
in the frosuency range O<f<0.3 cph. 
?":iCC_';EF'T 11 En -1:: er n u.rr1b f.?.q··\ :::J f E.~\/ ~!.1 u .. ~~- t i C.)n s b E· ~:.: ~·vt:·~E-~n (; ::=~r\ d c) .. 3 c: F· \···t 11 1 t_ G! 
:p I··:::::·.:.:=-;:· I 
~).0 3 ~ ~) I=()~ L.Q 
[)Cr. 71 i (' .J= 1 ·; t"i 
!I r1 
. !.- ·~~ 
126 IF !FU~.LE.T~!) GOTO !51 














W~!lE<n 1 132) DUMi1Y,ZCRO 
132 FO~~~T<I5,2X,F1l.3) 
DO c;;d_ O T =:- ! , L':'.-; 
c, c~ [.,. 1 o ~.! :7:. 1 •; , .... ! 






WRITE <4,38) JCOUNT.TOTAL 
38 FO~MATCI5~2X 1 ~11.3) 
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i:?,rE f':'fJSU•.i::•d ~J'/L'I' the· .r.t r:...:,t.if:?r~c:y r,J.r:::;e ,:;-:::-;:<('. ~~; ( ... Ph" 
OF'E.N l ' 11 F'L1_1S II 
OF'~t .. l 2) 11 MI f\!US II 
·C~Ftt:.r-J ~: 1 "ctJ" 
oF·Ft'~ -'~·, '' r.1!..JAL1 '' 
F' I ===:-1 .. 1. i:;.1 ~,S' 
SLJt'i ::::.£"; f::Ut-1 == <) 
Input f:i le·::; e.r>::~ r12a.d irito <0:\!'ro:,ys F'L o:>.nd :!:ii''.I. 
ACCEFT 11 En1.:er 1..,inrJ01·: 1.::-,g .:;;nci .,3l i'.:;::nnv?nt c;p01·atcit'
11
1 LF: .. 1'.1 
MR=LR+f1BS ( N) 





CC1\.,/F: (I: ::.-:f-'LL. 
.CC1t·~,. I !\tLiE 
DCJ 20 I :::(i ~ -L.F~, -- l 
R~AD (2,25) JCOUNT 1 AII 
FORMAT<I5,2X,F1l.3> 
covr;.: c I 1 =r-~ 1 I 
CONTI HUE 
Weights for the Parzen window are now computed. 
M=LF.: 




DO 100 I=CM/2+1),M 
AC=l- < 1*1 .. 0) /M 
?:1D= ( r~c-r--r- 3 :i *2 
PAF:Z ( l;. =!~D 
The su~maticn term for the co-spectrum is now ev2luated 
in the ~requency ra~se O<f<0.3 cph. 
ACCEPT''Ent;;::.-r number of e\/<3.lu<::•.l::icns b•=.··;:.w·?:f::2r1 0 ·=;r-,~; i),3 cr:·h'';L.C! 
TP I =2~'F' I 
DO ~.10 I=O; LQ 
DO :'2. f<) .J= 1 , t-1 
FUN=CPI*I*J*.6)/LQ 
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_c ... -. , .. 
; . ' ~ 
DD ~ 10 I'·' 1 . U>· ~ 
D n 1.; :~ 1) • ,.= :i . ~--: 
1 7 ·:1- ~~ t ..·l c:; ::~ c 1..~ r\l ENDTM=~APZ(J)+(COVRCJ+N)-COVRC-J+N))*SIN<ANG) 
410 CCN'. I 1'!UE 
3S 
I CDUhJT=·] 
WPITE •a.38) ICOUNT,TQTAL 
FORMAT'~5 1 2X,F11.3) 
SU!'i:=-C• 
CCJl·H ~ 1··1UF 
WRITE1e 1 ~8 1 LR 1 ZERD 
STDi;::. 
E.\\l\) 
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!]F·Et,_~ ~? 1 :. 11 c:c1 j 11 
()f!Et\: 3:? 7, H C;C(::: l! 
CFEJ·J 34 1 "co,q." 
Ci f=• ~:J· .. ~ ~:: 5 5 fl c:p_J A I) 1 II 
C~t=~E~'.! 3.!:;:, 11 G1Ll{-:![12 !I 
c~~;Er ... t 37 5 
1
' f:"!LJr:.1r13 11 
Lir·t:.r·u 3E~" 11 [~l_Jr::-:·i [)!.\ ii 
.or·~t~ ::/:;·:: 11 r:}F(Tt·i(~ 1 11 
[!p~-:.'.\~ 4r:) 
5 
!! {'~F~1·t··tC: J. 11 
o~·t:~h~ 4 t 7; ;; ?·1r~-rHr.:;~:: i! 
C!F.E\~ 42 1 n AF:Tt~c~::: 
11 
Outr·ut FILC3 
OPEN 43, "CH!',~CY" 
F· I =:3 I: J. l~.1 ss·:2·~) 
ACCEPT" Numb €::•r of t' ec cw ds:=::: .. ::•" i L..F\ 
[\0 1 ~)(~ .J=:(; LJ. L~F~ 
F'.EAD < 31 5 10) I ~ (~NUM :! 
READf32,10) I,ANUM2 
READC37,10) I,ANUM7 
;;~EA[: ( ::~~: ~ i ()) I" r~r~!!_ll'dE· 
R~AD(35,10) I 1 ANUM5 
;;~?:d:1 [ 3t~ ·: ii)) I , t1r'-n..1r1t:, 
READC39, 10) I,AN~M0 
F.:EAIJ t ,:~.c~, 1 l)) ! 'I r!l\Ji..J\vi ~t <) 
F.'.E;·jr;. ~ L'~ 1 ; 1 t):. 1 ~ t::~\:c.;rT'.1. ~. 
F\E{:~[i ( L1:: si 1 ( 1 ) I .1 tjr·.J~Jr-.:112 






F~:l'-1Ei=AT~N2 i'.TOF' 5 SUM) 
FDEG<J>=FANG*180/PI 
~)Ut-1== ({-'.\NU!·! l +!'-il··~Ut1'.:::'-···{~t·.JUi·'7-P•i·IUME:) 
~;f:'.IM= i -/:it·1UM5··121t·.JUM6+{~!\!' .. 1 ~·-'13-·f:1NUM'l) 
SW=<SUM*+2+SSUM~*2)/EOT2 
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The response function for the cosine-Lanczos filter. Number of 
weights in one wing: 5. Quarter power point: o.75 Nyquists. 
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The response function for the cosine-Lanczos filter. Number of 





















The response function for the cosine-Lanczos band pass filter. 
Low pass response - number of weights in one wing: 5. Quarter power, 
point: 0.75 Nyquists. High pass response - number of weights in 
one wing: 151. Quarter power point 0.0002 Nyquists. 
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Appendix XXI 
The response function for the cosine-Lanczos filter. Number of 
weights in one wing: 175. Quarter power point O. 02·5 Nyquists. 
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Appendix XXII 
The response function for the cosine-Lanczos band pass filter. 
Low pass response - number of weights in one wing: 5. Quarter 
power point: 0.75 Nyquists. High pass response - number of filter 
weights: 60. Quarter power point: 0.125 Nyquists. 
1l·3 hovrs 
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Fig 1: The west coast of South Africa showing the location of the 
St Helena Bay - Cape Columbine region. 
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Fig 2: The st Helena Bay region showing the positions of the 
three current meter moorings deployed approximately on the 180 m 
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Fig 3: The theoretical and empirical relationships between the wire 




















B.00 10.00 14.00 18.00 22.00 28.00 80.00 84.00 38.00 42.00 
8.00 l0.00 14.00 18.00 22.00 o:!B.00 80.00 84.00 38.00 42.00 
8.00 10.00 14.00 IB.00 22.00 28.00 30.00 84.00 88.00 42.00 
Time (days) 
Fig 4: Upper current meter measurements at mooring A. Top -
North/South current speed. Middle - East/West current speed. Bottom 
- water temperature. 



































8.00 10.00 _4.00 18.00 
8.00 10.00 _4.00 18.00 
8.00 10.00 !•LOO 18.00 
Time (days) 
Fig 5: Lower current meter measurements at mooring A. Top -
North/South current speed. Middle - East/West current speed. Bottom 







Fig 6: Progressive vector diagram for 
upper current measurements at mooring A. 
o day indicators • 
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Fig 7: Progressive vector diagram for 
lower current measurements at mooring A. 
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Fig 8: Rotary spectral estimates for upper currents at mooring 
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Fig 10: Rotary spectral estimates for lower currents at mooring 
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0.02 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.18 
Frequency (cph) 
Fig 11: Elliptic properties for lower currents at mooring A. Top, 
- ellipse orientation, with angles taken clockwise about true 
north. Middle - ellipse eccentricity. Bottom - ellipse stability. 
-'30 -2.0 -10 0 10 z.o 30 
La-.s, ( 'R..) . 
Fig 12: Cross correlation function (ccf) for upper and lower N/S 
current components at mooring A. Peak at k=-5 indicates a 5 hour 
lead by currents in the lower ~ayer. 
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2.00 8.00 _o,oo J4.00 
2.00 8.00 _o.oo 14.00 
2.00 8.00 l0.00 14.00 
Time (days) 
Fig 14: Upper current meter measurements at mooring B. Top -
North/South current speed. Middle - East/West current speed. Bottom 
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Fig 15: Progressive vector diagram for upper current measurements 
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0.02 0.08 0.10 0.14 0.18 
Frequency (cph) 
Fig 16~ Rotary spectral estimates f~r upper currents at mooring 
B. s ,- total spectra. S _.clockwise spectra. S + anticlockwise 
spectra. 
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co le ...µ • 
c.no 
0.02 0.08 0.10 0.1-4 0.18 
Frequency (cph) 
Fig 17: Elliptic properties for upper currents at mooring B. Top 
- ellipse orientation, with angles taken clockwise about true 




























2.00 B.00 l0.00 
2.00 B.00 l0.00 
2.00 B.00 10.00 
l4.00 18.00 ~2.00 28.00 ao.oo 34.00 
l4.00 lB.00 ~2.00 28.00 ao.oo 34.00 
14.00 18.00 22.00 28.00 30.00 34.00 
Time (days) 
Fig 18: Lower current meter measurements at mooring B. Top -
North/South current speed. Middle - East/West current speed. Bottom 
- water temperature. 
Fig 19: Progressive vector diagram for lower current measurments 
at mooring B. CJ day indicators. 
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+ confidence band 
95% 
+ confidence band 
0.02 0.08 0.10 0.1.C 
Frequency (cph) 
0.18 
Fig 20: Rotary spectral estimates for lower currents at mooring 
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0.08 0.10 0.14 0.18 
·Frequency (cph) 
o.oe 0.10 0.14 0.18 
Frequency (cph) 
o.oe 0.10 0.14 0.18 
Frequency (cph) 
·Fig 21: Elliptic properties for lower currents at mooring B. Top 
- ellipse orientation, with angles taken clockwise about true 
north. Middle - ellipse eccentricity. Bottom - ellipse stability. 
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8.oo 10.00 -4.00 18.00 22.00 
8.00 10.00 .4.00 18.00 22.00 
a.oo 10.00 14.oo 18.00 22.00 
Time (days) 
Fig 23: Upper current meter measurements at mooring c. Top -
North/South current speed. Middle - East/West current speed. Bottom 
- water temperature. 
N 
2.0 
Fig 24: Progressive vector diagram for 
upper current measurements at mooring c. 
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Fig 25: Rotary spectral estimates for upper currents at mooring 
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0.02 o.oe 0.10 0.1-4 0.18 
Frequency (cph) 
Fig 26: Ellipse properties for upper currents at mooring c. Top -
ellipse orientation, with angles taken about true north. Middle 
ellipse eccentricity. Bottom - ellipse stability. 
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2.00 8.oo 10.00 14.00 18.00 22.00 28.00 so.oo 84.00 S8.oo 42.00 48.00 50.00 5-4.00 
Time (days) 
Fig 27: Lower current meter measurements at mooring c. Top -
~orth/South current speed. Middle - East/West current speed. Bottom 

























Fig 28: Progressive vector diagram for lower current meteri 
measurements at mooring c. o day indicators. 
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Fig 29: Rotary spectral estimates for lower currents at mooring 
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Fig 30: Ellipse properties for lower currents at mooring C. Top -
ellipse orientation, with angles taken about true north. Middle -
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Fig 31: Vector coherence and phase for mooring C. 
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Fig 32: Vector coherence and phase for upper currents at A and 
lower currents at c. 
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Fig 33a: Progressive vector diagram of wind at Stompneus Point 








































Fig 33b: Enlargement of t.he progressive vector diagram. of wind 
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Fig 35: Rotary spectral estimates for winds at Stompneus Point 
weather station• ST total spectra. S _ clockwise spectra. S+ 
anticlockwise spectra. 
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Fig 36: Elliptic properties for winds at Stompneus Point weather 
station. Top - ellipse orientation, with angles taken clockwise 
about tru~ north. Middle - ellipse eccentricity. Bottom - ellipse 
stability. 
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Fig 37: North/South and East/West wind components rotated anticl-
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Fig 38: N'/S' wind component, with overlaid atmospheric pressure 
shifted by 12 hours. 
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Fig 39: Vector coherence and phase for winds at Stompneus Point 
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Fig 40: Cross correlation function (ccf) for low frequency winds 
at Stompneus Point weather station and upper currents at mooring 
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Fig 41: Demodulated N'/S' wind time series and upper N/S current 




'o,c. ------.:____ Fig 42: synoptic weather conditions over the southeast Atlantic 
at 12hOO GMT on days 17, 27 and 31. 
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Fig 43: Frontal system active off the west coast of southern 
Africa, days 11 to 14. 















Fig 44: Frontal system active off the west coast of southern 
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Fig 45: Frontal system active off the west coast of southern 
Africa, days 30 to 34 . 
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Fig 46: water temperature profiles obtained in the near vicinity 
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Fig 47: Semi-diurnal current speeds showing the effect of the 
baroclinic and barotropic tidal components in the upper and lower 
layers at mooring A .. 
Phases of the moon:~ New moon, (l First quarter, Q Full moon 
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Fig 48: Semi-diurnal current speeds showing the effect of the 
baroclinic and barotropic tidal components in the upper and lower 
layers at mooring B. 
Phases of the moon: ®New moon, a First quarter, 0 Full moon U Last quarter. . 
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Fig 49: Semi-diurnal current speeds showing the effect of the 
baroclinic and barotropic tidal components in the upper and lower 
layers at mooring c. 
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Fig 50: Dispersion curves obtained from the barotropic shelf wave 
model of Buchwald and Adams (1968). 
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Fig 51: The non-dimensional sea surface elevation for the first 
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Fig 52: Longshore current isotachs for the first mode barotropic 
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Fig 53: Upper North/South current speeds at mooring A, with 
observed sea surface elevations at Lamberts Bay superimposed. 
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Fig 54: . a). Longshore current isotachs along a line west of Cape --. 
Columbine obtained during a current profiling experiment in May 
1983. b) Temperature section along current profiling line, May 
1983. 
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Fig 55:, Composite time series records of concurrent meteorological 
arid hydrological data. From top to bottom - atmospheric pressure 
(Stompneus Point), N '/S' winds (Stompneus Po·int), sea surface 
elevation (La~erts Bay) and- upper N/S currents (mooring A) . 
